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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1922
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WIDE DBS

Unofficial Returns of

NOVEMBER

BY MR. PAGE

Ag noted in the special issue of The
Gallup Herald of last week, November
4, Gregory Page filed a protest with
the State Tax Commission against the
Town of Gallup tax budget. This protest was based on the report as made
by the State Traveling Auditor, Mr.
Whittier, which shows that the Town
of Gallup does not need $9.94 per one
Majority
Republican
Democrat
Of He
thousand dollars taxable valuation
357
1,815
1672, Edward Hart
T. F. Smalling
that such is excessive und will add
ItprttrsUtive
217
1,397
1.6U Chun W. Davis
considerable to the burden of the
H. T. Wateon
taxes as must be met by the tax
439
1,237
J as. T. McDirmott
1,686
Emmon
J.
John
Comxaiuionera
payers of the Town of Galiup. It was
938
1.258
1,596 Chas. Kefoey
Max Contreas
pointed out that the Town of Gallup
416
1,253
1.669 Harry Coddincton
used. $8.45 per one thousand for last
J. W. Hannett
442
1,232
1,674 F. V. Montano
year, and that the Town made a dePrank Canavan
Prolate Judre
mand of $9.94 for this year, within
181
1,353
1,584 C. M. Rouse
Garcia
Nat
Clerk
Ckmtr
six mills of the limit as provided by
69
1,439
1,498 R. L. Robert
Lou Myers
Nwrlff
law. The State Tax Commission
164
1,379
1,543 E. W. Tamony
acted promptly and refused to allow
Root. Prewitt
273
the Town budget demand of $9.94, and
1,326
1,699 Sam Dimon
Bdllie
Dominick
Tmeorer
reduced the amount to $5.32 per one
276
1,331
1,607 H. W. Brose
Mrs. F. B. Mapel
hpfrintendent
thousand.
If this reduction stands it
600
Al
1,208
Loremino
1,708
Paul Jones
will mean a saving to the tax payers
a
Tr,no Viqo hppn rp-- p ecten bv about 1U.UUU. HinKie of Gallup of about $2,000.00 per
month in .taxes.
Democfor Governor by about 8,000, and the rest of the State
We understand that the Town will
of
the
Several
strong Republi- oppose this reduction and go into the
ratic ticket by good majorities.
courts and contend for the $9.94.
can counties of the State went Democratic.
defeat-in- r Gregory Page and few of the heavy
in
victorious
State,
every
were
nearly
Democrats
tax payers, for themselves and all the
a number of Republican strong holds.
tax payers of Gallup, will fight to
It is notable that radicals won over conservatives, whether have the order of the State Tax ComThis brings mission stand, that of $5.32 per one
conservatives were Democrats or Republicans.
nf affairs m our National Dolitics. It thousand.

1922

etnP

Micates the formation of a new party m order to accommodate the conservative elements of both Democratic and Re-

o

MORE PUBLICITY

The Gallun Herald has ever con
parties.
not tended for more publicity of the offi
Tuesday's election also indicated that the tariff was
cial doings of public officials. Pro
an issue. This indicates that the radical element of all parties
ceedings of every meeting of county
Volstead
of
the
e
will aupport any
Khmilrl h
miblfehed.
(.nmmitifiinnAtfl
party. The repeal
'Act looms up as an issue for coming campaigns and will be nf Bverv mpptirnr nf the town board.
and at the end of each and every quar
,
apported by the radical element.
oniciai snouia mane
I
The radical elements of our National life now threaten ater every puDiic
to the public thru some
report
National
our
'to be
just so it will be against
newspaper.
publican
'

free-trad-

-

.

Now that The Gallup Herald will
not be given any official reports for
publication, either from the town or
the county, no one can say that we
ara makinc this demand for the lit
tle money there might be in it for us.
We have contended witn pur Kepuo-lica- n
county officials all the time for
mnro Tmhlir'it.v Wp hpll'pvp that the
public is entitled to know of every
official transaction 01 every puouc
both of the town and the
official,
The little cost for such pub
pnnnt.v.
lications is a trifle. The public of
fices are tne property 01 ine people
and public officials are the servants
nf trip npnnlp. Wo contend that the
public should know of every official
transaction by every public official
and that such publicity should be
made just as soon as possime aiier
na,.h ami pvorv official transaction.
We will continue to contend for such
publicity.
,
,
mt
Word has been receivea. Dy ine
fioll,ir Hpralil that this Daner will not
be given anything by the incoming
county olliciais. we oiu not, expect
nor are we going to ask
anything,
Rut we will contend
r,,.. onvtViimr
jfrom the very first to the last that
the public should be given official
news thru some newspaper of every
official transaction. As the county
Democrats have two newspapers it
should not be much trouble to select
one of them for its official publication so that the public may know at
all times just what is going on.

Government.

A Warning To Taxpayers
The lavish expenditure of money by the McKinley
county Democrats in Tuesday's election will prove a liability instead of a asset for the Democrats. Tax payers of
the county had just as well take warning. Tammany politics have you by the throat right now. A machine will be
formed and tax payers will foot the bill. From now on
the question will be as between tax payers and the power
of the
purchasable vote. Evidence is being gathered from
every precinct of the county as to the wild expenditure of

in our possession, written on the
the Democratic leaders, showing
conclusive how lavishly money was spent. We have considerable evidence from other avenues showing that as
much as $500.00 was given to individuals, and that a number of these $500.00 deals were made.
In may instances
it would be hard to
prove in court just who gave the money
and for what
particular purpose, but the fact remains that
money was given to influence voters to work and vote the
Democratic ticket. The letter we have proves itself and
substantiates the evidence we have that money was spent
freely in every precinct in the county. Somebody furnished this money for the
purpose of electing the Democratic
ticket. The Democratic ticket was elected. Democrats
will take over the
county government January 2, 1923, and
The Gallup Herald issues this
warnig to the tax payers
of McKinley
that tax payers are going to foot the0
county,
bill. Estimates show
that between $20,000.00 add
was spent by the McKinley county Democrats to
carry their ticket. The combined and total salaries of all
busithe county offices
only foot up $17,600.00. Any sane
ness man or
well
know,
county,
of
the
any taxpayer
0
wheteher you are a Democrat or a Republican, that
of salaries is not the object of the county Democratic organization, and you had just as well take warning
money. We have a letter
office stationery of one of

.

o
G. U. Manning has associated himself with Geo D. Williams in the auto,!
mobile business and will have the

$30,-000.0-

.
;
gratulated.
Witn senator a. j. uunco
and
StateB
Senate,
to the United
no
Mm Hinklp
.
- Gover- il. riciwuii r.t ......
wie
McKin
and
with
nor of New Mexico,
amaiang to
sending T.
county
ley
v,
t orjcWiirp. nnr State will be ab
ly represented at all times.
While we ao not agree witu wvy-liticpolicies of Messrs. Jones,

Politics.

of American citizens must face

community
a condition any
that is now before the tax payers of McKinley
0
jt is time t0 take warning $20,000.00 to
worth of purchasable votes in this county that will
oemand $40,000.00 to
in our next county elec-joor just twice as $60,000.00
in this elec- were
as
n,

much

they

paid

The Demacratic
political machine that is now in prows of
organization will require a pile of money and someway will have to furnish this pile of money tax payers
1
cKinIey county are going to foot the bill.

,

,

The Democrats won McKinley county in Tuesday's
election and their cup of joy was up to the brim and running over.
They jubileed around and over town Tuesday night
in keeping with their way of doing such things.
Some one among them, probably full of moonshine
The
liquor, threw a stone through one of the windows ofhero-;
medal
be
a
for
He,should
given
Gallup State Bank,
ism. Gregory Page was not in the bank at the time he
in his room thus showing very poor Demowas

Snlm-a- v

VERY LATEST ELECTION
NEWS BULLETIN

Doris, the six years old little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Roiise,

died Tuesday, November 7, afjter long
Doris was born March 81,
illness.
Some weeks ago she suffered
1916.
what wag thought to be a nervous
break down and never fully recovered.
She was bright and active and pro- cloaelv to
horoolf ton
onnlior)
emoiiinir
vpti we admire koW
lt'
uaf.jstudies
school. Her death Is
in
her
DemoThe
of
their
type.
Democrats
shock to the fond parents
cratic party is one of the worlds aas terrible
sue
was
laouzea oy min aim
and
greatest political organizations,
its power and influence for sound po The funeral was held at Congregalitical economy IB ever great uwi""
afternoon and
nt cph men and Democrats as Jones tional church Thursday
Hill
Crest
was
at
made
burial
and
Smalling.
Hinkle
Tlu Uo.clH faina with thn mnnv
win
Mr. Smalling
represent
with credit to himself. friends of the sad hearted parents
in offering sympathy ana consoicnc.
the
State.
to
and
to his pounty
-

ne

the people and the majority rule.

OF THE TOWN

iha 11th rlnv
of November is the anniversary of
the Armistice, properly known as
Armistice Day and
,WHEREAS, it is fitting and proper that the same should be celebrated as an expression of appreciation
for the efforts of our people during
the Great War, and
of the
WHEREAS, the people
Town of Gallup are to join in the
celebration with the people at the
coal mines as an expression of their
appreciation of the completion of the
new mine, properly known as Shaft
No. 5
NOW THEREFORE, Saturday, the
11th day of Nevemer, is hereby declared a holiday and all public spirited
people in the Town of Gallup are
and urged to participate in
celebrating said day in a fitting and
proper manner, and are requested to
lay aside all their business affairs
and join in said celebration and use
every effort to make the same a
success,
I
WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of said Town of Gallup, New
Mexico, to be affixed.
S. P. Vidal,
(Seal)
Mayor.
Non A. WaJden,
Attest:
Clerk.

haa
charge of Misg Myrtle Taylorsaxa-phobeen arranged. It will include
duets, vocal solos and mixed
quartets. F. S. Lawrence will pre
side at the meeting as ioasmasier.

Every election disappoints somebody and pleases
.
somebody else.
In the heat of campaign many things are said that
would be just as well not said, r
When election is over many things are said that
would be better never said.
The government of this country is the property of

OF GALLUP:
WUF'T;J7,A:

Cafe banquet room Tuesday evening,
November 14th, at 7:00 P. M.
Mr. 'Percy Montgomery of El Paso
has been secured to give the main
address of the evening. He is a prominent business man of El Paso, conducting the largest advertising firm
in the city, an orator of marked ability, and an authority on Chambers of
Commerce and their function.
entertainment in
An
excellent

Election Aftermath :

up-stai-

al

$30.-W0.0-

Friday

ing, November 3rd. The following
men were nominated as Directors: J.
W. Chapman, J. J. Emmons, Dr. J. W.
Hannett, F. S Lawrence, T. E. Purdy,
C. M. Sabin, T. F. Smalling, H. W.
Yersin, C. R. Bellmaine, Dr. A. E.
Dodson, S. A. Horabin, S. F. Stachcr,
B. I. Staples, and Evon Z. Vogt
A final ballot has been mailed to
the membership with a list of nominees, and must be returned before
6:00 P. M. Monday evening, November
13th, at which time the votes will be
counted by the election committee.

PROCLAMATION

'

nghtnow.
mThe some 300 votes influenced by Democratic money
in
Tuesday's election at a cost of from $20,000.00 to $3 Or
000.00 is a liability on
McKinley county tax payers RIGHT
WW put in the liability column by the McKinley county
democrats. These purchasable votes will want twice as
touch in next election as
they were paid this time, and tax
Payers will foot the bill.
.. Our coal mines and the Santa Fe Railroad may not
wink that they are in
they
politics in McKinley county, but
are in politics in
RIGHT NOW. Whethcounty
McKinley
er or not our
big corporations want to or not they are
Wing to pay for their admission into McKinley county

M

11

Armistice Day should be a day of
solemn observance by every American. This day marks the date when
the most disasterous war of all time
ceased its wholesale murder of the
flower of mankind and stoped the destruction of property, a war that
counted its dead by millions and loss
in property by the billions of dollars.
The Kiwanis Club of Gallup has
arranged a program of activities for
the purpose of celebrating the opening of Mine No. 5. This mine is one
of the biggest coal mining projects
of the West. The Gallup American
Company is one of the most important industries of McKinley county.
Mine No. 5 is the biggest of all the
mines in this section.
Without
our mining indutries
Gallup would haTdly be on the map.
It is proper that we should show our
appreciation of the value to our industrial and commercial life of the
coal companies by more than a program jusit for today with the proper
appreciation every day in the year,
in the year.
Men with millions make it possible
for many people to earn money and
and happy. John
live comfortable
M. Sully is the man behind the development work now about completed
by the opening of Mine No. 6. Horace Moses is the superintendent and
who has the abality to carry put the
(plans and, put into5 exucAiUon the
great industry, which in turn furnishes employment to so many peoreceive
people
ple. These many
wages and they in turn are the distributing agents of much money which
makes of Gallup and vicinity a thriving town and community.
This it becomes the duty of every
good" 'citizen' to show, due appreciation of one of our greatest assests.

TO THE PEOPLE

IMMM

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
C. OF C. DINNER NEXT
TUESDAY EVENING
DIRECTORS NOMINATED
The annual membership dinner of
The primary nominations for Directors of the McKinley County Cham- the McKinley County Chamber of
Commerce will be held In the Whita
evenber of Commerce closed

DAY

Sir.
agency for the Chevrolet cars. soon
In order that the intelligence of our
Manning will move to Gallup as
not be shocked clear out
as he can arrange his business, having people may we nere
ol socKet,
give me veiy
store
Indian
his
of
trading
disposed
Intent election news, as reproduced
interests.
from "The Gallup Independent" of
its issue of November 'J, lvzt:
SMALLING
T. F.
"New Mexico went Democratic
LEGISLATIVE MEMBER for the first time since it was
torn from Mexico in 1848."
ilpnt. of- the
Just think, and the Associated
'
A, X. fcjll.eiifc,, I"
ht,.v:.-.i.- .
r'rtiintv Rnnk. wa elected Press, the greatest news hound on
to the New Mexico Legislature on the earth, was scooped on this bit of exDemocratic ticket in luesciays elec- traordinary election news. And, just
tion. Mr. Smalling is a fine type of think, 1848 was an nge and time
the birth of Gregory Page. How
citizenship, a sound and conservative
thinker. He is of the A. A. Jones could it happen
o
and Jim Hinkle type of Democrats
of the Old School and is to be conDORIS ROUSE. -

$1,-600.0-

When

MTVEC
ARMSTICE

McKinley County Vote
November 7,

NUMBER 12

COUNTY IS SWEPT BY THE
THE PROTEST

CENTS

'

rs

cratic marksmanship.
Wednesday morning many exchanges of compliments
were handed around. The intoxication of the victory stood
some of the more gleeful on their heads and threats and
slurs were made as though another campaign was just
starting. "We have put old Page on a back seat," said
some, while others indulged in wrathy remarks about how
Page had gone down and out by the same route he had
come "This is the last of Page, if we can get rid of Byus,
and the way to do Byus is to refuse to patronize his dirty
sheet."
Mr. Page looks pretty well for his age and promises
to be here for years to come. He went about his daily
routine of business affairs Wednesday with his usual thoremoughness and exactness, a characteristic which hemade
ploys in politics as well as in business, and which has
of him a success in both business and politics. We feel
perfectly safe in saying that Gregory Page will continue
to take care ofhimself, just as he has done during his
long and useful life.
Byus will also continue along the even way of his
mind, and so long as he is editor of The Gallup Herald,
his paper will be Republican, advocating Republican principles and opposing any and everything contrary to those
,
principles.
Our desire is for good government, and m order to
be understood, we will be plain and use only United States
language in whatever we advocate or oppose.
One of the greatest blessings any people can enjoy
is that of sound economical administration of our governmental machinery. Extravagance and waste is a curse.
This paper will continue to oppose waste and extravagance
as now employed by the town of Gallup, which now promises to spread to our county government. Our county
has long been managed by sound business people, and as
a result our county will be turned over to the Democrats
out of debt and every item of responsibility
with the lowest tax rate of any other county in
New Mexico, best schools of the State, with only a seventh
mills school levy, which is far below the
and three-tenth- s
rest of the counties, with good school buildings, good
teachers, salaries not cut as in other and Democratic
counties, good roads and a sound business system of caring for our county roads all to the credit of sound business management by Republicans since McKinley county
was organized. This is a record hard to beat and one to
be proud of. This is the record this paper will continue
to advocate to be maintained for our future, and anything
that will tend to disrupt this record will be opposed by this
paper, no matter whether such attempt will come in and
by the forthcoming Democratic administration, or at any
time during the next two years by the Democrats, or by
any individual, or any club or civic organization by whatsoever name.
Any propaganda for the purpose of educating our
people to go into bankruptcy by bonding this county, that
Democrats may have the pleasure of spending the money
and causing taxes to go higher and higher will be opposed
by the Gallup Herald' Just as long as Byus is on the Job,
and we will fight for keeping our county out of debt
for keeping our tax rate down we will fight any r;7J
t
by anybody or by any club or society that atter:jti
start Buch propaganda for the purpose of bondl- -j f
t
county just to satisfy the policy of speaitrlTj,
now have the town of Gallup.

tti

mj

,
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to give advice to our customers
garding business or financial matters. When any problem presents
itself, consult our officers freely.
Checking Accounts are invited.
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HARMONIOUS CONSISTENCY

WHAT THE McKINLEY
COUNTY RED CROSS
NURSE 15 uumu
Durinff the months of June, July

and

Aucust. WX, nursing

child-biiteiven 15 mothers during
"What is the mending of 'consis- and for ten days following the birth
with
tency'?"
of the baby. 12 babies suffering
visited
daily
were
to
do
has
son,
summer
complaint
"Consistency, ray
period ot illwith the fitness of thing."
by the nurse during themade
33 visits
nurse
all
the
In
ness.
mean."
"I don't kuow Just what you
the summer.
babies
sick
during
to
"I will give you an example."
y
One person injured in a
"Yes,
daily- - nursing
was
accident
given
"A freckle-face- d
girl In a polka-do- t
dress, leading a couch dog."
The nurse assisted doctors with the
following operations:
If 8he Were Teacher.
2 operations on school children lor
on
uHnnnids. j 1- operation
.
Little Girl If I was a teacher I'd tuiiaui? nri
. ,
on child
1
for
operation
make everybody behave.
rupture,
baby
2 operations on
Aunty How would you accomplish for diseased nnkle,
adults.
that?
During the months of September
Little Girl Very easily. When girls
the nurse visitea me
was bad I'd tell them they didn't look and October
schools:
,
bad
was
when
and
little
boys
pretty;
Ramah.
Cousins.
Zuni,
rionnff.
and
Hit
the
with
I'd make them
girls;
Mentmore, Allison, Coal Basin and
when big boys was bad I wouldn't Gallup. 253 children were examineu.
let them sit with the girls.
Of these school children: 26 had defective eyes, 5 had nasal obstruction,
75 had enlarged tonsils, 96 had deTaking His Time!
teeth.
fective
He
you
This year the nurse has started to
on the telephone,
for
drills to the children
will It give toothbrush
And how
throughout the country. In making
visits to the schools the nurse finds
She Fifty miles 18 pence for not only defective teeth but (Some
three minutes.
children actually crying with tooththere e a
ache, cases of toothache are treated
London by the nurse at the request of the
for
you
teacher or the child.
Answers.
Of course many people think that
children should brush their teeth at
Mad in U. S. A.
the children to
Assistant Is this a' Persian or a home, but in teaching school means
brush their teeth at
Turkish rug?
that all children will be instructed in
Storekeeper Who has been asking the use of a toothbrush no matter
about it?
what their home surroundings happen
Assistant A lady who wants a to be.
273 school children were vaccinat
Persian rug.
Shopkeeper Why, of course, It's a ed. All school children do not need
Perslun rug tell her that it's very vaccinating. Many children have good
vaccination
scars, indicating that
rare.
they have had successful vaccination
within the last tew years,
ihese
A Convenient Affliction,
children are not vaccinatedi
Only
"I'd do something for that cough If children who
show no scars are vacI were you, old man."
cinated by the school nurse. Out of
"That cough, my dear boy, Is Indis- 107 vaccinations of school children
93 had taken
pensable. Whenever a life Insurance that were
agent dills to see me I turn It on and well. These successful vaccinations
he never stays longer than three were all redressed by the nurse.
The nurse made 19 visits to the
Tranminutes." Boston . Evening
homes of contagious diseases to as
script.
sist the county health officer in main
taining quarantine.
During the Inter Tribal Ceremonial
the Red Cross Nurse conducted a
station on the fair grounds used as a
rest room and emergency tent. Mothers left their children with the nurse
while they visited the fair. People
came there to rest after the fatigue
of making a long journey and sightseeing trip. Three people injured ac
cidentally were brought to the tent
for first aid.
An exhibit of baby clothing, baby
bed and baby toilet basket was one of
the features of the tent.
Do The People of McKinley County
nant tnis Ued Lross JNursing to
Continue
E. K. ERRETT.
SOME CONSOLATION
Chairman of McKinley County
"Am I the first man you ever
Lnapter American Ked Cross
kitted?"
o
"You're among the first"
CLERICAL HUMOR
"That was an excellent discourse
About Troubles.
you delivered last Sunday." said an
Troubles come,
old minister to a rising young
Right well I know!
But remember
preacher, "but I would hardly call it
Troubles go.
a sermon; it had no text.
"Don't you call a discourse a sermon
In the Agrarian Bloc.
unless it has a text, doctor :
"What has been your previous busi"Certainly not."
"How about the Sermon on the
ness experience?"
Mount; it has no teyt?"
"As field manager."
"On the contrary, my dear young
"For whom?"
"For Farmer Si Oorntossei, just out- friend," said the old minister, "it is
side of town. I managed his field composed entirely of texts." Boston
hands for him two summers band run- transcript.
ning." Farm Life.

MtoiEY County Bank
GallufNewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904
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Comparison

.

The Outstanding Closed Car Value
1923 Five Passenger

Sedan

Six-Cylind- er

Measured by any standards you may choose and for
every kind of motoring, the Buick five passenger six
cylinder sedan is easily the outstanding value in a
dosed car.

.

-

It is a handsome, richly appointed sedan; tasteful in
the quality of its interior fittings and in the comfortable
luxury of its wide, easy seats with their fine plush
'
upholstery.
Every driving convenience is found in this car, so perfectly arranged that each function is recorded before
the driver's eyes and every control is at his finger tips.
And in addition, there is the dependable, enduring per- formance and the economical, satisfactory motoring
that always has been so marked in the Buick chassis
and the famous Buick
engine.

,

o

'1985

.

valve-in-hea-

,

,

d

Thm Buick Line for 1923 Comprise Fourteen Models t

ha.

Tom

Pw, Roadrter. S8CJ; S 5
Touring, M85; 3 Paw.
JPaaa.Sa4an,$1395: Paw. Touring Srdan. $1335.
Coape.tlI7S;
-- J
ran. noaancr, ill7; I ram. louring, IIVb; i fata.
Touring Sedan. $1935: S Paaa. Sedan, $1985; 4 Pan. Coupe, $1MS
7 Paaa. Touring, $1435; 7 Paaa, Sedan, $2195; Sport Roaditer,
1115: Sport Touring, $I7S. Price f. a. b. Buick factories.
Mar aoouc to u. at, a. a;, rurcnaao flan, wtuca provider far
Deferred Payment.

BEDDOW BUICK CO.
Gallup, New Mexico
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

'

In

That Sense.

Tour wife Is certainly a
woman.
Peck Think so?
Heck Indeed I do. Don't you?
Peck Well, she certainly la able
to make more remarks than any other
woman I know. Boston Evening
Transcript.
Heck

Pinker

Repetitive.
I think that Reginald la a

four-flushe-

Tunn

Well, I know that he'3 a

secon-

man.
"You don't say so !"
"Yes; he has never told an original
one."
d-story

J&sl Practical Front Corsets
to the front
A

Cslart

of

Practical Front Corsets again have come
to the front in the development of the
corset-makin-

g.

We take pleasure in introducing the latest creation
of their designers, the "PerfectioN Back." No
longer need you worry about the bottom line of
your corset showing through the sheerest of your
gowns. ' The "PerfectioN Back" has overcome
this too common fault.
Sisos 23 to 36

Prices $5.00 and up

His New York Store
J. M. Jacobson, Prop.

Seaside
Landlady (to maid) I
&en?ht I told you to present the bill
f Lumber 13 f Maid Yes, mam. I

Hubby Did you get Norah to clean
the spot out of my golf suit? Wifey

I did it myself. Poor girl, she can't
Landlady Impossible, I can still bear the smell of gasoline since the
Lonodn Opinion. chauffeur jilted her. Judge.
kirn auiging

tn
lrra

Negligible Qualities.
"Do you believe that spirits come
back to this earth?"
"I don't see why they should do so,"
replied Senator Sorghum. "They don't
need money and they haven't any
votes."

No.

That Settles It.
"I have bad news for you,
,

Clar-

ence."
"So?"
"Yes. I visited a fortune teller's
this afternoon, and she told me that I
am going to marry a handsome man."
Might Be Interested.
"My brother," said the pious person, "do you ever turn your thoughts
to the River Jordan?"
"No, I don't," said the brisk promoter, ' "Has it any power possibilities?"
Not So Awful.
First Actress Wouldn't It be awful
If the earth stopped revolving and
threw us Into space f
Second Actress I wouldn't care If
it threw us Into newspaper apace.

JUST GUESS

M

By ARIA E. CUTTING.

TPS

Jf

TOASTED

one extra process

whloh glvet

a
flavor

delicious

Mil. by McCluia Newspaper Syndicate.
"There! That settles his hush I"
iuno-cen- t
With a look Unit slurlled uu
student lu u flout seat, Alias
No.
Mason, toucher ut District School
lmud and
7, crushed u letter in her
cast U into the waste basket,
'Karl! Are those examples ull done?"
'.Nope."
"Then get to work."
Shirley tell u paug of remorse
utter her lust words.
Karl looked ut her iu aiuaze-niMit- ;
iheu there Hushed lu his eyes
a hurt expression. Iu auoUier iustuut
Earl was puzzllug over his examples.
Why should she get mud at
"Golly
me? I didn't U any thing. Let's see.
If Rover drove 120 cows to pasture
were lost Oh I I cau't I
and
guess "
the recess bell
At: that moment
Waiting outside by the door
rung.
stood a great shepherd dog.
"Hello, old girl," cried Karl, as the
now
dog run to greet him. "He good
and come with me."
Karl went buck Into the room, the
dog following ut his heels.
"Miss Musou," begun Karl, feeling
rather uncomfortable, "this is my new
dog. Uncle is coming home soon and
he seut me her. Isn't she a beauty?"
Shirley said nothing for a uioiueut.
Then
What's Uer
"She is very pretty.
name?"
"Just guess," replied Earl.
"Oh is it Rover? Trixie?"
"Why, just duess."
l'uzzled, yet greatly amused, Earl
went out, Guess following, giving no
cue to Shirley as to whut her uuine
was.
"Say, Guess, you'll help me, won't
you? We've got to help out Miss Mason. Oh, I love her. Dou't you?"
s
For answer Guess licked her
hand.
Long after school hours were over
thut ul'terimou, Eurl strolled pust the
,

5

L

g

THE

most

Baking Powder

you can buy,
because it has
superior rising
qualities.
Bake with
Ly tonal

Is
J If j"

,

0

WCIGARETTLrV

Teu-jenr-ol- d

!

GYPSIES

Bchoolhouse,

"What's the mutter?" he thought.
"The door's open !"
He went iu, Guess following, livery-- ,
thing was in readluess for the morrow's work.
"Well, Guess, she's gone and left the
Guess we'd better go,
door unlocked.
eh, Guess? I'm glad Uncle's come
home. Why, Guess 1"
The dog had tipped over the waste
basket In her frolic, Out tumbled
the rumbled paper.
"Gee! It's from Uncle I" he yelled.
"He said he had a girl. Now, Guess,
keep still and I'll read It to you."
"'Deurest Shirley I will see you
soon. I will have a big surprise for
you. I want to introduce you to a
dear little ludy a great companion to
me. She'll probublj see you before 1
get there, as she's coming first. What's
Wltn
her name? Just Guess, dear.
love, Rodney.'
'
"Well, I'll go home and see Uncle
Hodney now, and ask him if he's met
our schoolteacher.
Why couldn't lie
have let me know about this?"
Down the pathway he met Uncle
Rodney, who looked rather anxious.
"Have you seen Miss Mason, Eurl?"
"No, not since school closed."
"S'funny."
"I dou't think so."
Rodney stured at Earl. Earl stared
at Rodney.
"Well, I'll go buck and help Bud her.
Isn't she home?"
,

"No."

A

PUZZLE

the Familiar WwderenAn
Believed to Have Originally
Come From India.

By Many,

5

play-mute'-

REMAIN

The word gypsy Is a "contractloa 4
Egyptian. When the nomadj appear)
the British

in

Isles,

many centniiaj

their leaders called taemsehti
"earls" folk. Only about 700,000 In
number, the Balkan states and Booth
Russia have most of them, but tier
are many in Egypt and among tat
Moors on the coasts of North Afrla
Who are they? To that auestloa
historians, anthropologists and Jut
plain, curious people have tried to tat
an answer without success. Many!
Ileve thut they are descendants of tl
lost ten tribes of Israel; still othen
think:1 they are the children of Ham con.
demned to perpetual wanderings. They
have been considered Spaniards, A
Syrians and Egyptians, though the,
are different In body and mind Iron
lit of these.
The opinion generally held it that
they are Hindus. They have the dark
the same thin Hps,
complexion,
straight and proportionate nose, brilliant eyes and white teeth of the Hindus.
Their lungunge, such ot It thai
Is not gypsy adaptation of the language of the penple they live among,
shows similarity to Hindu dialect
Resides, their hiihlts and customs link
them with the fortune telling, mystical habits of India.
ago,

GRASS GROWS

ON

BROADWAY

Fine Plot Flourishes Under Thousandi
of Feet in the Metropolis

of the Nation,
There might be some towns where
difficult, but New Yorkers
to hustle and yet let the
It
grass grow under their feet. It Is being done at least In one place In New
It would be
And
easy

near

i'ork,

and Leonard

Broadway

street, remarks the New York Sun. At
this polnj; Is a small drainage grating

into the sidewalk. Dust and dirt
have settled in it almost to the level
of the sidewulk, and In that little plot,
less than two feet square, grass grows
luxuriantly.
This is not ordinary mongrel grass
that, like Topsy, "Just growed.
truelr drivpr workine for a cotton
with
goods house in the neighborhood,
a leaning toward agriculture deciaea
the soil under the grating would be
of a
fertile, and hit upon the Idea
aeed
the
grass plot. He purchased
'
nritmrfwl fn rhf soil.
Next came the preparation of the
norroww
ground. With a tuble knite
from a restaurant the truck driver
and plantspaded the diminutive plot
ed his seeds. Soon the first green apstead-i- i
peared. It has kept on growing never
hlniies
th
tithnt
i.
XL la t,.
HUC mm,
WJ.
ot
get a chance to climb above the top
the grating, because they are net"
set

v

-

Nothing more was said until they
reached the schoolhouse.
Suddenly
Guess came Into the room, whluing.
She ran first to Rodney, then to Earl,
and then to the door, several times
over.
"We'll follow Guess," commanded
Rodney.
Out to the woodshed by the school-hous- e
they went. The great door wus
locked. They heard a cry Inside. Guess
barked. Earl and Rodney seized the
lock and opened the door. Seated on
the floor was a very angry, tearful,
dishevelled young lady.
"Mr. Porter I"
"Miss Mason
Shirley I"
"Don't call me Shirley I What are
you here for? And after writing such
a letter?" cried she.
"Just guess
what her name is. What do you suppose I care 'dear little lady' my, but
this Is very serious!" she ended wlUi
fine sarcasm.
Rodney stood amazed for an instant ;
then he broke Into a great laugh,
"Well, well! So that's It, is it? Forgive me, Shirley. I'm sorry you misunderstood."
He turned, grasped Guess by her
collur, and said:
"This is the little lady I meant Now,
I told you her nume In my letter. She's
anxious to know you, you see. I
knew you liked a great shepherd like
her, so I sent her up to be a companion for you and for Earl. She now
belongs to Eurl.
And I am Earl's
uncle."
"Oh, dear! Now I see everything
Guess Is her name. I didn't understand it that way." And Shirley burst
lis to tears,
"Well, I'm going out. Come, Guess."
cried Earl. And ;only Guess heard
him.
,
A few minutes later, an
Impatient
Earl peeked through a crack In the
door and cried:
"I'm going home, Uncle Rodney. But
I'd like to ask Miss Mason who saved
her tonight?"
"Just Guess." came a happy, femi:
nine reply.
,

,

,

u
i,,iu,iij nt DassWf
feet, but below there Is a fine grown
of rich, green grass.

j

Mirrnhoa That DefV Death.
are verj
Though some microbes
extreme"1
.. cfami
tn,,.h
heat and cold, the majority ot Ueo
are easily killed If the rignt
sclentiro
....
una useu.
nm ...w
wuoi miKBipri
j D..i
v" "killed a
for many years was that
crobes seemed to be able to ivu
as ww
You could kill them as dead
sp
nails, but In a very short
In
time they would reappear
.
,
and as lively as crickets.
.
.
a aiscovery ...a maimmen
microbes breeo

found that many
means of seeds or spores,
save uj
almost indestructible,
anorea SDOW
....
.
Experiments muue n.w.
least!
the
in
that they do not
ndnjw;
dergolng a temperature of
ror
below freezlng-polo!Jed
ivor- aoes it nun
tf
disease
a
such
That Is why
thrax, the microbes or
fflco"
Is so extremely
means or
no
out-ordinary
stamp
use.
Infection is of the slightest

fv

-,- 11-h

n

-

w

es.

Simple Food for Fighter
rlou;fl8l,ei
Researches made by
ars indicate that the heroes
with tnei
prepared their foodYork
Hers"
hands, the New
"
marks. In the happy shiiP'lW i
heroes
Homeric ages the great
such .terrible
dealt
death
and desolation
r
when they reposed after the
M
dish
blameless
partook of a
or a plate of homely len""It may be difficult to tmagj"
medes in the act of
Achilles washing .cabbage.
roasieu,
though .the wise Ulysses or dwm
his own hands, a sirloin
con'P
d
etables occupied the most
banquet
great
all
the
at
places
ancient Greece.
M-- wJ
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The Fatal

"COMMON SENSE APPLIED
TO SPENDING"

ClewBy AUSTIN

That iru Theodore Rooeevelt'i
of saving "Common
definition
sense applied to trending."
Aa the fumovu American'! birthday anniversary comes on October
27. It is appropriate that this idea
of thrift be given once more to the

young people.
Roosevelt also said : "If you want
to be sure you are beginning right,
begin to aave." The advice of every
great man, in every field of activity has invariably been in favor of
aving and against extravagance.

You never have heard advice favoring standing all of your income.
You have repeatedly been advised
by those whose advice Is valuable

that thrift

is a commendable

char-

to cultivate.

acteristic

dollar or more opens an
intereRt-bearin- g
savings account
at this bank.
One

You

. i
ii
are invitea w can ,L!.

m
1.

.nil

Mia1i

VAiiv

Initial

-

dpDOflit.

GALLUP STATE BANK
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO

HAVE MORE CENTS'

Buy the best!
BJrv
Batteries
V
they fcst longer

More Columbia Batteries are used in the
United States than all other makes combined, because
Columbias have been manufactured on a large
scale considerably longer than any other dry
battery
manufacThey have over 30 years of battery
and
skill
improved equipment behind
turing
them
been
Every improvement of any account has
laboratories
developed in the Columbia
The Columbia "Hot Shot" was the first sue
cessful assembly of dry cells in one package
And again Columbia has demonstrated its
the
leadership through the development of
"
Shot"
Hot
Steel
Case
Battery
new
Columbia
needed,
is
Wherever a dry battery
will always give the best service
For sale right near you by
HARDWARE STORES, ELECTRICIANS, GENERAL STORES, IMPLEMENT STORES, GARAES

Look for the name Columbia

(Cetoinilbiai
Dry Batteries

'"ovyrlght,

11122.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE SEASON'S SMARTEST HATS

-

The new models

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

FLEET

YVralern Newnpaper Vnloa.

CHIC TAILORED HATS
of the newest and loveliest
with novelty ornaments.

SPIRIT
CHURCH OF THE HOLY

Wadsworth stopped Jauntily out of

Ills cell when tlie liollceman unlocked
It, and followed him Into the (letec.
Uvea' room, where the chief stood with

MORE ELABORATE

Hemstitching and Picoting

(Episcopal)
REV. A. J. G. DOWIE, Rector

the district attorney. The latter nodded, but the police chief stepped forward and shook Wadsworth by the
band.
"You're a free nwn, and I congratulate you," he suld. "I hope you understand that In arresting yuu I wag doing the only thing possible under the
circumstances.
But there's not a
shred of evidence to connect you with
the murder of your wife, Mr. Wads-wortand It's proved that you
coulfln't possibly hove covered the distance from the country club to your
house within the twenty minutes necessary to connect you with her death.
"We know the time she was shot,
because the bullet stopped her wrist
watch before It penetrated her heart.
We know that you were seen at the
club twenty minutes before the murs
der. We know It takes
of an hour to cover the distance on
foot and thnt no vehicle passed along
the. road during the Interval. So unless we And an airplane or bicycle of
he looked nt Wadsworth
yours"
keenly, and Wadsworth returned his
look unflinchingly
"there's no evidence to connect you with the affair
In any way."
"Have you any clew?" Wadsworth
asked.
"We believe the murder was committed by a burglar from Fouth End.
That a burglary whs the prime object
of the outrage Is shown by the theft
of Sirs. Wadsworth "s Jewels. We have
two men under observation. I'll let
you know the moment anything turns
tip."
"I shall be glad to do everything In
my power," suld AVadsworth, faltering for the first time. "It was a terrible blow to me. You'll understand."
"I do, Mr. Wadsworth," said the
chief, "and I regret the painful position In which we had to place you."
As Wadsworth went out be turned
to the district attorney.
"Guilty as hell," he said. "I know
them on the instant. Pity we couldn't
prove where Wadsworth got it."
"D'you think he'll bite?"
"I guess so, now I've sown the
seeds."
Wadsworth was guilty as hell. But
he had laid his plans with superhuman cunning. No one had guessed at
the Identity of the wealthy little Quaker widow whom he was courting In a
far-of- f
city under an assumed name,
and she would not have recognized
his photograph In the newspapers. He
had murdered his wife In cold blood,
assured that no evidence could be
brought against him.
He went for a trip to Malno, leaving his address with the police, and
spent a month's vacation, which was
cut short by the news that a man had
nt last been arrested, charged with
the crime. That brought him back.
He worried. He worried a good deal
about the police chief's statement.
He went to see him. The two men
faced each other across the table, the
chief soothing, bland, Wadsworth
tremulous and agitated as he plied
him with questions. At the end of the
Interview the chief called up the district attorney's office.
"He's come back," he said. "It's
on the
working. I've got Ponogbue

re the most becoming ones for several seasons.
materials-Trim-

most attractively

med

HATS FOR DRESSY OCCASIONS
Mall Orders Promptly

FW

SUMMERS MILLINERY

Sunday, October 29.
Holy Communion, 8 a. ni.
Church School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Prayer and Sermon, 11
a. m.
Sermon Prelude, Mr . J. W. Chapman. "The Church's Mission"
Sermon, "The measure of Prayer
and Service."
Evensong, 7:30 P. M.

EDWARD HART

BAPTISTCHURCH
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor

LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER

Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Evening worship, 8 p. m.
"Come thou with us and we will do
thee good."

METHODIST CHURCH
JOHN W. HENDR1X Pastor
TOO VALUABLE TO KEEP
"I want a wife," said the French
Count, "with golden hair, ruby lips,
teeth of pearl, a silvery voice and eyes
that sparkle like diamonds."
"Yes," replied his American friend,
"and if you get her it's a ten to one
her friends will find her in a pawnshop before the honeymoon is ended."
Indianopols Star.

three-quarter-

CHURCH IN CHRIST
(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister
"Worship is Preparation for Service"

DANGEROUS

"I have heard so much about your
Wild West," remarked the foreign
visitor. "Show me one of your dangerous characters."
"The prosperous looking man you
see getting out of the motor car across
the street is one."
"Not a cowboy, surely T"
"No. He's an oil promoter."

0:45, Junior Church Worship with
of pictures especially for
the children. They are urged not to
miss it.
10:00, Church School with classes
Their victims never stop to wonder
for all ages and needs, Mr. H. H. why it is that "fortune tellers" don't sweepng clean soon wears itself out
The new broom that keeps on
Eeeson, Superintendent.
have fortunes.
11:00, Morning Worship with a sermon by the pastor on: "Theodore
Great Son."
Roosevelt America's
This is a combination sermon appropriate both to the recent birthday of
tliis great man and to Armistice Day.
Mr. F. Ci. Stump will give a piano
Owing to the decrease in price of Benzal, Benzine
solo.
other Cleaners Supplies, Our Prices for Cleaning
and
7:30, "WORTH WHILE" Service
Be As Follows:
Will
film:
colossal
another
featuring:
$1.50
and Gents Suits, cleaned and pressed
Ladies
Tt
coreels.
in
six
"Parentage"
$1.50
ntrasts the life of two boys and shows
Ladies Plain Coats, cleaned and pressed
It is the
the power of environment.
and Fancy Coats,
Plush
Ladies
most forceful combination of thot,
$1.75 up
cleaned and pressed
pathos and fun ever put into pictures
$1.50
Plain Dresses cleaned and pressed
It makes you THINK. It is filled
Silk Dresses and Evening Gowns,
to overflowing with human interest.
features.
$1.75 up
Special music and other
cleaned and pressed
Come with your friends and you will
.
PRICES ON ALL DRAPERIES, HOUSEHOLD
come again.
a fine reel

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

S,

SPUR LAKE NEWS
(Gallup

Herald

ETC., REDUCED ACCORDINGLY
While we are reducing the price, we are in no
the quality of our work. Considering the qualis the cheapest.
work
,our
ity
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

g

way-lowerin-

Correspondence)

Mr. and Mrs. Kemp of Salt Lake
were visiting l. u. Howeii ana lamny
'last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, of Reserve,
were in Spur Lake last Sunday visit-in- n.
no fj
Honaer familv.
f orest Kanper sogers, was a opur
Lake visitor Thursday last.
Brothers, Reb and Graves came In
and spent a week resting up, then
going n to .Reserve where they will
conduct a meeting. Bro. Reb preached
a fine sermon in Spur Lake the Sunday before they left.
Spur Lake received a light snow
several days ago, not enough however
to put any moisture in the ground.
Miss Deatron Campbell and Mr.
Bloom were visiting the school here
Miss Campbell is
last Friday.
County School Superintendent of Catron County, and is beloved by all who
know her. She and Mr. Bloom took
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Ueo. Hooser
A. J. Bruce has his witnesses
ready, and will go to Reserve today.
The Anssess Kuoy service ami uer-fro-

Good

Hie Sign of

Tailoring

N3 itailorijj

De Luxe Cleaners and Dyers
OdorlessOur Cleaning is Absolutely
REBEL and RAY, Proprietors
Delivery Service
Phone 11
-

m

Gruntersbure.
were in Spur Lake to attend services
Sunday, they were me guests 01 me
Job."
Hooser family.
Wadsworth went out to his club.
Anions the candidates who visited
The members gave him a friendly Spur Lake Friday were, Ramon Gar-

of ni..
P. A. Romero. Re- Oiiomnrln!
welcome, although there were some
Abb Al
them who had their suspicions of him. Wire, E. P.Baca, Mangas,
neserve
cou,
J.
Aragon;
Minnie had been killed at eleven exander,
Ral.k-in- .
Until: and Jack Fraaer
o'clock at night. At twenty minutes (of
Although Mr. Fraser
Magdalena.
before the hour Wadsworth sturted on is not
candidate we were giao. 10
a
house.
his
the bypath toward
see him.
He knew that he could not cover
Mrs. Bert Binion and son, Glen
in
on
foot
twenty
distance
have returned from Alma with a load
half the
in of
apples.
minutes, but during his sojourn
Maine doubts had assailed him. one
Perry Hedrick was a Luna business
one
visitor "last Tuesday.
knows more than one imagines
he
The P. O. Inspector, was in Luna
kno-.- s;
perhaps subconsciously
thnt the chief suspected him. and Spur Lake last week, tracing up

The White Cafe

vA

GALLUP TRANSFER
A. J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-- :-

Phone 42

-:-

-

knew
dap. Besides
Consciously lie feared
there was something else.
He turned aside into a thicket of
scrub oak. It was wild country;
been at that
probably no one else had
exact spot in years. He clambered
in the
down a pit, formed by centuries
soft soil. At the bottom was n little
No one
cave, overgrown1 by hushes.
been
could have found It who had not
such
place.
for
looking
It.
He drew a mutch and struck
of
There, burled beneath a henp
leaves' and mud, was the bicycle he
had used that night. Wadsworth was
satisfied. He turned away.
flashDonaghue stepped forward,
"I want you,
torch.
electric
his
ing
as
Mr. Wadsworth," he said simply,
handcuffs.
the
he snapped

some lost packages for Andrew
and A. J. Bruce.
Mrs. Jack Buroows, Mrs. Andrew
Wilbanks and Mrs. A. K. Kitchens
spent last Wednesday in Spur Lake,
the (wests of Mrs. Geo. Hooser.
Quite a number enjoyed a pleasant
afternoon at the home of Geo. Hoosers
last Sunday. Those present were the
Misses Ruby Service and Gertrude
Bastion of Gruntersberg, Bros. James
M. Reb and Carl Graves of Los Angeles, California, Perry Hedrick of
of
Spur Lake; Prof. M. D. Evans,
Fort Sumner. IVof. Evans is teaching in the schools here.
Quite a number of people in this
inYintMr
f. lufikinir into and clean
ing up their traps, preparatory of
doing a good Coyote business this
Wil-ban-

11

20 lbs. FAMILY WASH

For $1.25

the
We Wash, Rinse, Blue,
Wring and Return to You Damp
i; '
Entire Family Wash

s

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE 166.

Gallup's
Most

Popular
Place
To Get
What You

winter.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chapman and
two sons, of near Salt Lake, were at
Hedrick Bros., last Monday on their
way to Safford, Ariz.
Perry Hedrick, who nas jusi returned from Reserve reports a big
tho f!nuntv f!nital. The en
ttr.
tire Gaunt Block, consisting of Post
Office, Bank, County upennienueiiuj
n- - loooin'a
Office,' and
. " " Mental
'
'
VJ1IVC,
The Rserve Advocate offices were
The contents 01 tne county
burned.
Superintendents office was a total
loss, and we are not
loss. Mr. Hendrick stated that it was
o ink tn Luen the court house,
which is just across the alley from
the Reserve Advocate Dunaing, irum

Imperfection at a Premium.
It was not so long ago that brick
"seconds" sold cheaply and were used
only In foundations and
work which the eye never found. They
of
were the misshapen, distorted part
each baking and the manufacturers
were glad to dispose of them. But
with an eye for the
finally a builder,
which ran
artistic, noticed their color,
from the naturul red to odd browns
and
and blues. He experimented
found they had an ancient appearance
when
even when newly laid and,
burning.
of
.,
0
capped by a rough roof
of
One of the charms of Paris is its
slate, carried a distinct atmosphere
tnnvisf ArA thev Still
queerantiquity. As a result, strange,
those confounded things over
er attractive houses are appearing having
uaren.
brick there 7 Little Kock
- katk.)
all through the country and
their
above
fur
"seconds" are quoted
Probably nobody is a "good loser,"
Wall Street Journal.
but a diplomat pretends to be.
perfect mates.
low-grad- e

Want To

V

The Paris Shoe Store
The Only Exclusive Footwear Shopping
Place In Gallup
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Boots and Shoes Made to Order
Corner Coal Ave. and Third

St

J:

:
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DEMOCRATS SWEEP THE NATION.

Tuesday's election was won' by the; Democrats, county,
and nation.
The American people are growing more and more impat
ient This is not a good sign.
Radicalism is running rampant. This is a bad sign.
Tuesday's election, viewed from its national standpoint,
Czma that the American people want what they want right
ow not tomorrow. A few more years of this sort of thing
our Government will be "A Change Over Night Affair."
.
paper noted this danger from the results of our last Presi- xtial election there were too many millions majority for
9 Republican ticket. To get rid of Wilsonism an1 the World
,'tt, overshadowed everything else. It takes time for a great
I.'itlon like ours to remedy any governmental evil. It takes
t'szt to make complete changes in governmental policies. We
tave lost our old time patience we want what we want right
,
t'-- ii

riJj

Off.

The only safe thing about our government is that the
Tttple rule. If our people conclude that we are changing
governmental policies too fast there is hope that we will rem'
edy our impatience.
President Harding is to blame for many things completely
out and away from his official authority, but just so long as
he get's the blame, he and his party must take the blame. If
the Democratic party can do any better with what Mr. Harding
and his party have undertaken, the American people will show
their appreciation, as the highest ideal of the American people is Good Government.
Such Republican
New Mexico has gone Democratic.
counties as Dona Ana and McKinley went Democratic for the
first time in many long years. Hinkle and Jones didn't carry
New Mexico Democratic. The general feeling of impatience
all over the United States carried New Mexico Democratic.
McKinley county Democrats started out giving themselves
credit for carrying the county Democratic as though they alone
did it. They have not won the victory which they wish to
take credit for. The same feeling of general unrest over the
Nation won McKinley county for the Democrats. Democrats
of this county stated Tuesday night that the county had been
won from Page bossism. That is not the case. If it was the
case then Gregory Page is responsible for the Nation-wid- e
e
Democratic victory, and we hardly think that the rankest
man in McKinley county will dare give the Old War
Horse so much credit.
Every political division in the United States has its own
leader. If this was not the case then we wouldn't get any
where in politics. If Gregory Page is the Horned Boss that
he is pictured to be by our county Democrats, it is because
his fellow citizens have so willed it. His efforts in politics
If this was not true
have, ever been for good government.
then our county would not be out of debt and with the lowest
tax rate of any other county in the State. Mr. Page's political record is something to be proud of, call, it by whatever
name you wish bossism or what. As the Democrats take over
the county government January 2, 1923, they will have to go
some if they beat the good record of Gregory Page.
It is up to you, Democrats.
.

.

anti-Pag-

WHEELB ARROWED : Mr. George Keepers, havn
Mcworked on the dotted line and under the directions of the
several
spent
years,
the
past
for
boss
Kinley county Democratic
1 ues
most of Wednesday celebrating the Democratic victory of
to us, stated
so
it
is
reported
Mr.
election.
Keepers,
day's
the county Republican party
that: "We will now
Can you beat it? 1 he
election."
next
to
win
the
and get ready
"We killed Old Page
said:
report also says that Mr. Keepers
his dirty sheet m a
and
now
let's
and
Byus
put
yesterday,
Mr. Keepers, fine
Fine.
wheelbarrow and roll them south."
What about Mr. John J. Emmons, is he to help you Roll Byus
and his dirty sheet south," or are you going to keep Emmons to
help spend another $30,000.00 in the next campaign.'
rDPPftDVDinp. if ,..oa Hrpomrv' Pace who filed a proT
test with the State Tax Commission to have the Town ot Galthis protest
lup Tax Budget cut from $9.94 down to $5.32. If
V
stands it will mean a saving to Gallup taxpayers of about have
000.00 per month. Gregory Page and his institutions
ever been heavy taxpayers. His tax money has gone a long
ways in maintaining and supporting our public institutions, nis
McKinley county
ability as a sound financier has helped to putrate
of any other
tax
lowest
the
now
with
out of debt and
ecocounty in New Mexico. Mr. Page is interested in gooa
he
heaviest
the
taxpayers
of
one
as
and
nomical government,
Tax Budget.
of
Town
the
to
robbed
Gallup
being
by
objects
The Collecting Department of the
A SUGGESTION:
Candidate for Governor told a friend of ours that he could put
Byus out of business, and as this talk was made just after
the Candidate
enjoying a Kiwanis luncheon, we suggest that
and orate on
Club
Kiwanis
the
before
for Governor appear
"How I am going to do it."

Buy Good Clothes
It Pays
The fine woolens give
longer wear. The ex-

.

NO BIDS:

The

"For Sale" classifed advertisement of

pert needlework gives

of the Candidate for Governor, as
Governor's Radical Newspaper,
for
in
Candidate
the
carried
asking
showing two judgments against one Geo. toA. Byus, andone
bid
date
as
only
to
be
up
for bids, appears
dragging,
has been offered, and that for 10 cents. Probably the advertisement is carried in the wrong paper. Probably if it was
carried in The Gallup Herald is might bring results.

the Collecting Department

Christmas is only six
off. Why not
week
do
your (hopping
while our stocks are
complete ?

and

In business, in social life

AW, HAVE A HEART: You waited for
years to see McKinley county go Democratic, and now your
cup of joy is full, and you can say, as of old. "Now, Lord,
thy servant die in peace and joy, while the dying is good.
Aw, have a heart: Counties in Michigan went Democratic Tues.
dav for the first time in the history of that State, and Gregory
Page never lived in Michigan in his life.
twenty-thre- e

let-te-

you better style
makes it last.

th

A man usually has a
few shirts that he always digs through hi

drawer to find. They
are the kind we have
flannel, madras, percale; smart shirts in
all fabrics and stylus

SOUVENIR:
According to the threats by the Collecting
of
Candidate for Governor, and the Classthe
Department
of
the Candidate's Radical Newspaper, this
ified Advertisement
issue of The Gallun Herald may be the last. With this in
view, we suggest that readers of the Great "Dirty Sheet" keep
this issue, by placing it m the sate contines ot the nome trunK
as a Souvenir of the Collecting Department of the Candidate
for Governor's supreme effort. He may never be Governor,
and a copy of the last issue of The Gallup Herald can be kept
for manv rears as a pleasant reminder of the palmy days of
the Candidate for Governor's ability as a Collecting Attorney.

good clothes count for
You'll
a great deal.
find them here

Hart Schaf fner & Marx
Clothes

latest fall styles

in the

$35.00 to $52.50

IF NOT, WHY NOT? There are a thousand and one
ways to do a thing: One of the quickest ways is to hide beWe suggest
hind a bill board, take a good aim, and
: Put this issue of
Herald
away. In the years
your Gallup
again
to come, the Candidate for Governor may want to see how
the last issue of this Great "Dirty Sheet" looked, while he was
just an ordinary common Collecting Attorney.

LEBECK & WYLIE
THE MEN'S SHOP

THE STIGMA:
McKinley county Republican officials
were branded as dupes and tools by an individual who himself
THE BOOTLEGGER
aspires to be a real political boss. The sting of this stigma
k
will be elt
out live even the next campaign its
will
'
' Now that the political campaign, is over maybe we can for many bitter days.
The "doughnut king" Jacob Sentlinger Jr., of Wheeventure a word or two without being accused of some political
ling, W. Va.
has a bakery thaf turns out 10,000 doughnuts
motive in what we say.
And Mr. George Keepers says that a day.
BE CHARITABLE:
Time and again we have expressed our views on the boot we will now organize the McKinley county Republican party
when
interest. Gallup is not and be ready to win the next election. Probably with Mr the How that must amaze grandmothers who remember baked
legging case a case of Nation-wid- e
wasn't
a
tasted
average family rarely
doughnut that
the only place where bootleggers thnve they are m every John J. Emmos as his campaign manager, Mr. Keepers could in their
own kitchen stove.
community in the Nation. But, the fact that Gallup and Mc- win the next election. It has got to the point in McKinley
It is a clear-cu- t
illustration of the modern tendency toKinley county is no better or no worse than any other locality county that a little money counts, and from the various esti
mass
ward
is
is no reason for an excuse.
a part of mates made on the election of last
The Volstead Act
production and specialization.
it is said that the
Not
our Constitution is of vast more importance than any single Democrats spent at least $30,000.00.Tuesday
many generations ago, nearly every family grew most
As neither Mr. Keeper
town, city, county or state in the United States.
Mr. John J. Emmons vote the Republican ticket oi us own xood, built its own log cabin or frame house pui
nor
Every bootlegger in the United States is guilty of violat The Gallup Herald will be here next election to see that it will together with wooden pegs instead of nails. The spinning
ing our Constitution. There is but one of two things to be take $60,000.00 to win, especially if they should happen to wheel whirred busily before the open fireplace, helping turn
done: Either enforce the laws of our country under our Con manage the next Republican campaign. But, why not be char out the family clothing. Even medicine was largely a family
stitution or repeal the Volstead Act, and as long as the Vol itable? You have just got nd of one Republican boss at a cost affair, concocted from wild herbs.
JwA1a
i
All una
stead Act is a part of our Constitution it should be enforced of $30,000.00. Don't you think it a little too costly to in
nuiiuicu
iias cuanjfeu. r ueit comes irom coaii mines I.....
to the letter.
of miles away instead of from a nearby forest. Also come, from
,
stall another, and so soon?
Every peace officer with authority under our Constitu
far over the horizon, most of the other necessities of life.
tion swears that he or she will uphold the laws of our ConSOME PRICE:
The home no longer is a factory.
various
of
the
estimates
the
By
taking
stitution, and any officer who take3 such oath and fails to live
Dmocrats in Tuesday's
the
Its
by
McKinley
county
spent
money
productive activities have been largely transferred to
it
to
means
should
be
from
and
removed
this
that
office,
up
bill
a
be
clean
of
should
not
sale
only
factories
election,
them,
and mills. The penalty of ajl this is a breaking up, of
given
every officer in the United States, Federal or Civil, should up- to the several official togas of the county, but to the Town of the
home, a scattering of family members to the points of cohold our Constitution.
The enforcement of the Volstead Act will never come Gallup Jail as well. Three hundred votes at $100.00 each ncentrated production.
and all this money was spent to rid Mcabout in any community until both Federal and Civil authori- makes $30,000.00,
e
Specialization is the
of modern times.
of
One
Great Republican Boss. If that bunch
county
Kinley
ties work together and in harmony ,to one end, that of law of Democratic
In 99 cases out of 100. success rnmes as the result of spe
sense
had
money
any
political
spenders
they
enforcement.
on the production of one commodity or distribution in
might have known that the country at large was going Demo cializing
one
particular industry.
HARD TO SWALLOW : When our fellow citizens re- cratic, and they could have earned McKinley county with 30
The quicker children are marie tr realise the necessity for
is looming
boss
cents.
another
And,
Republican
already
of
men of the C. M. Rouse
fuse to endorse the official record
specializing.
Mr.
and
McKin
Keepers.
George
Having supported Gallup
type it is hard to swallow. A man of high moral and intellec- ley county
party for some years he should make the sooner they will arrive at financial independence. The secret
tual standing, able and willing and doing his best at all times a live one. Democratic
the
But,
sizzling envy of the present McKinley U1 access m me twentieth century is selecting one goai
in the discharge of his official duties, with not one single comboss may cook Mr. Keeper's political am- working definitely and unfalteringly toward it.
Democratic
county
replaint against him, then asking for an endorsement of that
to a crisp.
cord by his fellow men, and being refused, makes of politics bition
an unknown quantity.
STRIKE ONE: With Mr. George Keepers aspirin? to
be the next Republican boss of McKinley county, and with
d
WANTED: One Stone Mason. Some of the
and gleeful victors, sizing up the "Old Ugly Hoosier Looking Mr. John J. Emmons as his probable campaign manager, and
with a bank behind them, the reported $30,000.00 spent in
The Henrv VnrA
County Court House," said: "Let's cut Bill Morris' name out last
v,Qn SR400.000,nun ;13 ....u
WUllU U1U1C lie." v .
II
luuuy
Tuesday's county election will have to be doubled noth 000, according J to thevi fiUr
of the stone the old Tax Dodger has been there long enough."
W&11
HI
ovnerts
lnrear cafimafoo f
A stone mason can do that job January 2, 1923, and while at ing less than $60,000.00, gentlemen, next time. You have Street.
to
be
as
some
shown
and
as
have
yourselves
long
you
sports,
it, let it be remembered that it was "Old Bill Morris" who finOne expert predicts that Ford's income this year will reach
anced the building of the "Old Hoosier Looking" building, the money no one can object to you buying anything you want, the enormous
.
figure of $75,000,000.
and with Gregory Page, put the deal over WITHOUT ONE and political boss crowns come high. You have scored strike
On the basis of these
....
John D. Rockefeller probably
CENT OF INTEREST TO THE TAXPAYERS OF McKINLEY one and up to bat. Save your wages you are going to need Still IS the World's riVViosr figures,
T1 nvri Vina haan
tvi or
milpn Sl)6CU
$60,000.00 next time there will be 600 of them, instead of tion over the
COUNTY,
than John
richer
that
the
Ford
possibility
be
may
300, next time.
USE "TNT": The Candidate for Governor, in one of his
Less than 20
prfainly less
'
ANOTHER PAPER: Another paper is wanted in Gal- than $20,000.
public speeches, gave Senator Jones credit for having the TNT
located in McKinley county. As he never said what good this lup, some say. A paper that will not have any politics nor
man
tord has made his money faster than any super-ric- h
TNT had done for this section, it is a pity that the vandal who say anything that will offend anybody. All of which means who ever lived.
threw that stone through the plate glass of The Gallup State that another paper is wanted in Gallup that will not oppose
Some
v,
niH have done
p.,
-- ir lut.
nthe same will call
.MijY. nub any utxici iiiaii vw.v.
Bank didn't have a few ounces of the stuff it could have the Candidate for Governor in any of his political
if he had Ford's inventive
organizing
his
genius,
blown the Gallup State Bank clear out of all future history.
and productive ability nnH Viia n
t aaa iMn tVie future ana
the
Possibilities
of
cheap autos.
LET 'ER COME: It shouldn't be much of a job to arrive
VANDALISM : Send for the Great .Albuquerque Izzard !
p
.
is not available to all, by any means.
senilis
i
;
at
means
to
and
his
ten
sanda
him
and
his
railroad
and
dollars
cheese
of
rid
Sheet."
ways
fare, give
get
Byus
"Dirty
Pay
. ut the economic system that has enabled him to casn-iboy-co-tt
to
a
wich banquet, and maybe he can tell what should be done Pass the petition round and get signers
pledge, on his abilities is open to all.
whh the heathen who threw the stone thru the plate glass then see that all signers live up to it. Or, might send to Albucan
e are ?ust as bi
opportunities today, for men who
frcst of the Gallup State Bank during Tuesday night's Demo- querque for the Great Izzard, pay his railroad fare, give him see them, as when
Ford was toiling in his little bicycle repaircratic jubilee. The Great Izzard, you know, can do anything, ten dollars and a cheese sandwich banquet maybe he can shop years ago. Only America
offers such gigantic opporWshow
how
be
it can
done.
providing the price is sufficient.
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Miss Georgia Taylor was absent
WANTED To " Rent An Aapart-meher duties at the Chas. W. Davor small furnished house Apis Insurance Office on Thursday of ply at Herald Office.
thig week. Miss Taylor suffered from
home
FOR SALE A furnished
an attack of tonsilitis.
with four lots near high school
Edward Hart, Hardware, for stoves, call at 102 W. Coast
1
2(t.
heaters and all kinds of hardware at
Miss Amelia Alexander, of Las Cm-cemoderate prices. Adv.
who is Assistant State Club leadTake a seat at one of our tables, er is in Gallup this week.
The Manhattan Cafe feeds a great
look over our menu list, and if you
don't find what you want, tell us and many people every day there is a
we will get it for you. Manhattan reason. Adv.
Cafe. Adv.
E. H. Hines, who was formerly
The members of the Ramona
representative of the Armour Co. in
Lodge No. 6, enjoyed a social this district left recently for Oklagathering on Tuesday evening at the homa Cit. He has accepted a posiI. O. 0. F. hall. The evening was tion with Morris and Co., and will
spent dancing, after which a buffet travel tne i.1 1'aso territory.
luncheon was served to the lare
Mr, and Mrs. Harold Prewitt, of
Baca were in town Monday.
Dressers from $10 up, at the
Just received new stock of heating
Furniture Company, Roat
Building, next to Jenkins Drug Store. stoves, oil and gasoline stoves, at the
Hart Hardware Store. Adv.
Adv.
nt

,

from

11-1-

s,

'I

tTTfU

DISHES

Watch-Us-Gro-

new
assortment of
dishes and holiday
Just received a

w

Mr. and Mrs. Henry McDermott
H. Neumann left Wednesday night
and baby daughter left Tuesday for
for a short visit to Santa Fe.
Albuquerque, where they will make
Beds, all styles and makes, from $3 their home.
Furniture
up, at the
Company, Roat building, next to Jenkins Drug Store. Adv.
Wiatch-Us-Gro-

w

Mrs. J. R. Gaines recently returned

goods.

from

Los

Angeles,

BLUEWATER NOTES

where she spent

(Gallup Herald Special)

several months.
B.

Watch-Us-Gro-

HARDWARE

FURNITURE

w

Nov-em-

GALLUP LOCALS
Cook tables, dining tables, of many
styles, at right prices, at the
Furniture Company, Roat
Store.
Building, next to Jenkins Drug

Leather Suit Case, between
and Coal Basin bridge, contained check book and name, and other
Leave at Gal-lu- p
articles and valuables.
State Bank.
LOST

Gallup

R.

Gaines recently returnwhere she

Los Angeles,
ed from
spent several months.

the largest and best companies are represented by this agency,
assuring you or prompt and satisfactChas.
ory settlement in case of loss. Phone
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
Only

248.-A-

dv.

Miss

Mary Moore

returned

Tues-

day from San Diego, where she went
to attend the funeral of her father,
jlr. F. L. Moore. Mrs. Moore and
three children, Burl, Elmina and Fred
are expected to return to Gallup in
a short while.
Rockers, any style,
the Watch-Us-Gropany, Roat building,
Drug Store. Adv.

from $3 up, at
Furniture Comnext to Jenkins

and Mrs. J. B. Shutz, of Pres-cot- t,
Arizona arrived in Gallup Thursday.
They will remain here as the
house yuests of Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
Voorhees for several days, later vis
iting their son, who is attending the
N. M. M. I. at Roswell.
Mr.

If your property is worth having it
protected by an insurance policy written by this agency.
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248.
Adv.
is worth being

At Albuquerque, recently a young
...1
lnj..
wuy, wiiuse name we nave oeeu unable to learn missed connections with
train No. 3.
Her mother was on
board No. 3, and unattended, which
greatly worried the young lady until someone suggested an
airplane. An
plane was chartered, but by the time
the necessary
preparations were made
they left Albuquerque just in time to
"Jiiss No 3 at Gallup, by half an hour
After "being up in the air" so long
the lady was forced to come down to
earth and No. 7 She left
Gallup on
No. 7, and we
hope had no trouble
in joining her mother in Los Angees.

Harold's greatest comedy, "Grand-maBoy," at the Rex next Wednesday and Thursday.
V

Will You Help

PREVENT

will

preach at the

At Very Low Prices

i.

Now is the time to buy one of our wonderful garments at a price never before
offered in this city. We haven't many, but
enthey are priced so as to sell quick-O- ur
tire stock of Ledies' and Misses' Suits.

br

For:

$25.
$30.00

the

g

are the best

The
and

fit

pleased
modern ladies
department.

Watch-Us-Gro-

The Story of
Our States

w

For

''

near-elclip-

.

ut

--

THE

e,

d,

HEE?

"Preventable Fire is more
than a private misfortune. It is a public dereliction. Every means should be taken to
prevent this evil."
FIRE PREVENTION SUGGESTIONS
Wilson

Strak

eleven o'clock service on "Roosevelt, America's Great Son." It will
be a sermon appropriate to Arm- itice Day and the recent birthday
anniversary of Theodore Roosevelt,
Mr.
G. Stump will render a piano
solo. Mesdames B. W. Carrington and
Nelson Apple will be in charge of the
attendance.
Sundav's "WORTH WHILE" Ser
vice at 7:30 Sharp will feature the
second big film which the chureh has
shown this month "PARENTAGE."
It contrasts the life of two boys and
shows the power of environment. It!
is the most forceful combination ot
thot. pathos and fun ever put into
pictures. If you have a friend who is
opposed to motion pictures, bring him
to this one. Last Sunday evening's pic
ture: "The Great Miracle drew a
packed house and this picture next
Sunday nieht should do so likewise,
altho it is entirely different and not
so serious.
The Woman's Circle will meet
Thursday. Watch the Church CalendaT
special announcement.
Last Sunday afternoon the pastor
officiated at the funeral of Mr. E. A.
Davis who was accidentally killed by
falling down the mine shaft at Allison on Thursday. A large crowd was
present to witness to the high esteem
held.
The
in which Mr. Davis was
sympathy of the community goes out
to the bereaved.

Each

dv.

J.

Dr. L. A.

Ladies' Smite

school-buildin-

Watch-Us-Gro-

Mrs.

The Church school will have s
special offering for the children Sunday morning at 9:45 when it will
show them the motion
of
picture
"To Market to Market"
a dramatization of the well known and loved
Mother Goose
The regular
Ryme.
Church school will meet at 10:00
with classes for all ages and needs
a school "modern, progressive, efficient, training; for Chritian

$42.5(0)

AND HAPPENINGS

-A-

CHURCH

The Hallow'een Character Ball and
Hanger, of Albuquerque was social which was held Saturday night
They Will Be Sold
business
on
Thursday.
in Gallup
was rather poorly attended, due to
inclement weather. Those whe were
Heating stoves, cook stoves, dif- there and represented characters reat
and
makes
right
styles,
ferent
a good time. Some of the charFurni ported
prices, at the
acters were: Martha Washington,
noav,
next
io
ture Company,
Dunuing,
Clara Young; Japanese Girl, Vera
Jenkins Drug Store. Adv.
Bloomfield; Red Ridinghood, Doris
Gypsy, Miss Slaten; Dancing
at the TietjenjBlanch
"r.nniliTiii'i Rnv" iwill
Girl,
George. Mrs. S. E. MilNove-Re- x
next
Wednesday,
Theatre
Rex
ler, the fortune teller, told the future
Theatre next Wednesday,
of the young folks.
15, and play two nights. This
The snow storm which came Saturscreened.
ever
is th greatest comedy
day and Sunday was very light.
Last Thursday afternoon from (the
It is our business to please you and Mr. W. 0. Chapman has started to church
Dr. L. A. Stark officiated at
make you feel that you are receiving repair the Thigpen limekiln. N.
M., the funeral of little Doris Rouse,
Elmer Taylor, of Kirtland,
the best of treatment Manhattan
who has a contract for putting up an seven year old daughter of Mr. and
Cafe. Adv.
in Albuquer- Mrs. C. M. Rouse. Doris had been sick
Indian
This is a faithful saying, and wor que, was in to see about securing some iime tho had been improving,
her sudden death came as a great
Amount
One Worth Twice
thy of all acception, that Christ lime.
Young, who has been work- shock. Doris was one of the Sunday
Jesus came into the world to save Wilford
being at McGaffey's Mill for some time School students and was greatly
sinners. 1 Tim. 1:15.
The
loved by all who knew her.
has returned home to stay.
of the church and
Miss Doris Tietjen was the guest heart-fe- lt
sympathy
The only exclusive Insurance agency
Miss community goes out to the stricken
styles
in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis insurance at the dinner party given by
garments
Clawson.
parents at this time.
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Ave- Josephine
Mrs. Deborah A. Nielson spent the
materials from New York. We
Word has been received twjt the
nue. Adv.
week end visiting friends in St. Johns O. G. Goodman family will return
Misa Vera Bloomfield. of Kamah,
to show and
will be
shortly from Florida because the cli
"Grandmas is here visiting this week, as the guest mate there does not agree with Gordon
seeing
by
laughter
Wedof Miss Clara Young.
them in our
ready- - .
Boy," at the Rex Theatre next
During the week several children
o
15.
Better
November
nesday night,
desperately in need of clothing, have
to-we- ar
with warm clothes.
be on time to get a seat. Vi
been supplied
at
of
line
chairs,
right
See our
Numerous other calls have come in
Furniture
and if there is anyone in (the communiprices.
JenCompany, Roat building, next to
You
ty who have clothing of any kind that
A Small Deposit Will Hold One
Adv.
kins Drug Store.
can still give service, please phone
315 or bring it to the Manse to the
rear of the church.
LAUGHTER
LLOYD,
In a short time a large class of
Br JONATHAN BRACE
LEADER
new members will be received into
the fellowship of the Church. If there
XLIII. WYOMING
are others who wish to join, please
IS to Wyof Charlie Chaptalk it over with the pastor.
IToming that
"The
our Church
Mr. II H. Beeson,
lin as the leading screen comedian
honthe
falls
School Superintendent,
phenospent a few
by Harold Llovd is one of the Monroe
or
of
being
days last week in Los Angeles.
mena of the times," writes
Los
the first state
granted to
Letters have been
Lathrop, celebrated critic of the this
to Mrs. Josephine
to
elsewhere
churches
equal
and
he
explains
grant
Angeles Express,
consistent
K. Haller and Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
p o lltlcal
by saying, "It is Lloyd's
from
Holm. The blessing of the local
away
in
breaking!
to
leadership
rights
his
church
won
has
goes with them.
aT IJ ALWAYS RELIABLE I
that
women, in fact when congress,
puerility
The Church' School has just purIn 18CS, created the Territory of
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.
chased a dozen additional kindergarThe New York Evening Herald
from parts of Dakota,
use of the rapidly
Wyoming
the
for
ten
chairs
head
his
says: "Llovd rearsthose
Utuh and Iriuho, a constitution
Brnvviner nrimarv department, together
who have
blow at
GALLUP'S POPULAR DEPARTMENT STORE
was adopted which gave women
with scissors, paste and crayolas.
blow
knockout
midably to strike a
in keeping with the policy ot
to vote.
is
This
the
right
at inose vvnu uti.c or !..... themthe Church School to have the best
There were rumors of early
kidding
selves in his class
at all times and plenty of it.
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said:

Careful use of matches, pipes, cigars, cigarettes, gas,
gasoline, benzine; do not allow bonfires on your premises; do not put hot ashes in wooden boxes, barrels, or on
wooden floors; do not leave dampers open when you go
to bed or out of
the house; careful inspection ot Hues,
unchimneys; removal of all combustible rubbish from
oi
removal
and
occupied rooms, attics, garages, cellars
weeds, grasses and trash from yards.

CREGAR & COLLINS
Insurance That Insures
The Premium Won't Break You How About a Loss?
WE "SELL" REAL ESTATE
List Your "For Sale"

With U.

was opened up by Lieutenant
Fremont and his guide, Kit Carson, In 1842, but also the Salt
Lake Trail. Along these routes
many travelers crossed Wyosetming, but few stopped and
tled there as the country wa3
the most arid of all our states.
The discovery of gold la 1867
led to the founding of South
Pass City and in the same year
Cheyenne was laid out by the
Union Pacific Railroad company.
h
Wyoming became the
state of the Union in 1890
and Is eighth In size with an
area of 97,914 square miles.
(byMcClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Money
buy happiness.
Still, It must
have advantages
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wouldn't
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Few highway bridges with a width
of roadway less than 18 feet are now
being constructed on Improved roads,
according to engineers of the bureau
of public roads of the United States
In the
Department of Agriculture.
of
past some 12 feet and a good many
width have been constructed
in an effort to economize, but It has
Only
proved shortsighted economy.
one line ot traffic can pass over a
roadway, and 10 feet of widthIn
will not accommodate two lines
as
Many of the states, such
safety.
and
Ohio
New
Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, have found It advisable
in replacing old bridges on Important
to
roads to make them wide enough
accommodate three and four lines of
.'
trutllc. ,

to a "live and let live" policy toward foreign nations by all
countries.
A reader with vision suggests that eventually the war will
doom the ruling of any people against their will.
Another reader, contemplating the upset condition of the
world's system of economics, suggests that we may be headed
for the day when the man who doesn't work will not eat.
Terrible as the war was, it will lead to incalculably great
good of many kinds, principally in the form of an international determination that "it must not happen again."
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of bonda, mortgage), or othert aecttriUea
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The Gallup State Bank, Gallup. New Mexico.
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trota
of
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stocxhnwhteh
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and
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Farmer Begin to Compete.
or corporation ha. any Intenst
farm
from
roads
hard
than
at itatod by Mm.
euritie
stock bond, or othr
With smooth,
. Editor, publtshm, "buabies
to town, and a big substantial
raaar, wl
.
befor. m. thU 10th da, of
truck to haul grain or hogi Sworn to and
to compete
'
In, the farmer will begin
Commiaaion bpirat Sep Umber tth. 1M- My
1
with rail and water transportation.
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Material for Good Roads.
Federal aid roads, either completed
or under construction In the United
States at the end of the present fiscal
year, will require approximately
tons of stone and gravel for
the making of 28,000 miles of highway.
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The lady of the hous.

and
ventured to beg at th
M
of
Differ,
Roads
do
Statistics Concerning
congratulated himaM I,1""
Miss
U1
formerly
"
Mrs. Ray Noakes,
touch."
ent States In Some Cases Not
Hazel Nicols, of Kamah, and her to
"My poor man." sA v.. , ,
Easily Obtained.
old boy. have returned
mg the tramp's woebegoiuT2,5-- ;
sevafter
in
Indianapolis,
"fen
their home
is a quarter for vn
Hnlteil State
Department
If the Aitrlnulture.
'Prepared
of
eral months visit with her mother,
must have had many trials" me'
for
here.
who lives
With the annual expenditure
les, mum" replied the'tr.-- ..
The Crockett brothers drove 12 roads and streets in the United States nave. Ana a neap of
to
to
cattle
Gallup
head
of
hundred
conviction.;.
bllllon-dolln- r
mnrk,
for approaching the
ship to Bakersfield, California,
FATHER S APPRAISAL
more accurate information and better
the winter.
The vounu- - man .oil
it seem necessary,
sheriff and Mrs. Bob Roberts, and means for obtulnlng
the little Mary while C ZlV,
roads
of
of
public
thhureau
vis
says
Ed
Hart
Mrs. Henry Brock and
.? T1
United States Department of Agricul sister to appear.
ited RamaH last weanesaay.
knee he
post-oa
f
ture. One thing very much needed Is his face noticed that
lt is very advisable that
,niuii
carefully.
fice be established at uanon s, naii the concentration of all sorts of in
.
."Why do vou lnnif
The formation and statistics concerning
way between Gallup and Ramah.
"uie
4
way?" he said.
mail in its regular route, goes past the roads of the various states In the
. .
"Why," said Mary. "I m
Danoff's three times a weeic, ana an state highway departments.
that word. Father
office established at Danoff would
Engineers of the department are 'Idiot' all over your face "
accommodate many people.
Kiui
now gathering complete Information
City Star.
Giles Nielson, who has been livexA contemporary reminds
and
road
the
mileage
regarding
ing with his grand parents, Mr. and
In there are two mentally deiWL.1
In the United States.
Mtc P. O. Nielson. is staying with penditures
much of the in- in ivussia wno thinks they are
states
the
of
his
many
Blackrock
in
during
"Ot.
his parents
Skv. It la niiita nn..tt.i r.
recent illness. The people of Ramah formation desired Is easily obtainable them is
-- Ul lO
from the state highway department.
wish Giles a rapid recovery.
Tommy O'falon and Rudy Mower In the rase of Iowa the figures were
who won the contest in Gallup, for obtained almost Immediately. In other
the McKinley county stock judging cases It has been necessary to send
team, went to the state college and out numerous questionnaires and some- took part in the state contest. Clea
DaVis and Leona Nicols also went to
the
- State College, to take part in a
soft-hearte- d,
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tentative draft of rules and
sidering
regulations for the administration of
the federal highway act, upproved
last November, under which $75,000,-00is appropriated for the construe
tlon of federal-airoads, but will not
promulgate them until he has conferred with representatives of the
state highway departments. The secretary Is Impressed with the need for
between
closest possible
the federal government and the states
in the development of the federal-aihighway system called for by the act,
and the value and serviceability of
tt.
l..n.....ll.....l
me BjBir.u ...Ill
win un ue jwipui
.ti.ru t... -- ,
a hasty decision as to the roads which
hand
J
will comprise it or the regulations to in his test
papers, and he won second
be followed in carrying out the pur- prize in the county. Leona Nicols and
poses of the legislation.
Clea Davis won first price in the
Fifty million dollars of the ap- county contest and second prize in
propriation became available January the state contest for canning, needle3.
The remaining $25,000,000 was work and millinery. The people at
made Immediately available upon ap- the College showed them a good time,
they were shown throughout the bull
proval of the act, November f, last.
college, attended a mot
In formulating
the fundamental dings of the show
given by the Col
rules which will govern the states and ion picture
lege, and also invited on a weiner
In
the federul government
administer- roast. They repor a most interest
ing the law, the Department of Agri ing time.
Mr. Lee and Mr. Merle Bond, who
culture is seeking the counsel of the
state highway departments as repre have been working in a store on the
sented by the executive committee of Navajo reservation, eighty miles from
the American Association of Stale Galiup spent the week end in Kamah.
Miss
Hamlin, who has been
Highway OHicials. Members of the com- confined Ina her
home for several days
to
mittee are: George I'. Coleman, state
on account of illness, is able to be out
;
Paul
highway commission, Virginia
again.
D.
Sargent, chief engineer, Maine;
Jack Wilson, Mr, Hatley and Sam
Austin P.. Fletcher, state liighwuy en- Hatley gave a steer roast Saturday
gineer, California; W. K. Neel, state night. Owing to the sudden snow
highway engineer, Georgia; Thomas their plans had to be changed, and the
H. MncDonald, chief of the bureau of steer roast and dance was held at
public roads, United States Depart- the dance hall.
A Hallow'een frolic was given in
ment of Agriculture; George E. Johnthe church Tuesday night. A fortune
son, secretary, department of public
teller, ghosts and witches kept the
works, Nebraska; Ira It. Kowning,
guests laughing. Refreshments were
of
member
highway commission. Utah served. Even though some bewitching things happened, and all the wagons in the town were took into the
streets, and a few fiung- - in trees, the
stock turned out of corrals, and the
horses tails clipped, and lots of other
pranks, which are always played on
Hallow'een, the town of Ramah on
the whole, survived the Eve of all
Saints.
Mrs. C. W. Vogt left Wednesday to
ive with her daughter, Katherine,
vho ia teaching school at Danoff's.
11

rrtn

recest issue of "The New York Times" we repro

la interesting article on the Heye Foundation, with a
of nearly two million relics of the American lnd-lret;Ion
llany of these relics were gathered from the Zuni, Nava-j3- ,
tad other Indian tribes in the vicinity of Gallup.
u.

The honor of your presence is requested
Board of Trustees at the opening of the
the
by
. ,
Museum of the American Indian
I
Heye Foundation-'if
.New York City, ' ; ;'
.
.from three until six in the afternoon
' of Wednesday, November fifteenth
, Nineteen hundred and twenty-tw- o
-

.

'

-

Vi.-Xi
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sh?i?2?.

(Prepared by the United SUtee Department
of Agriculture-The secretary of agriculture is con-
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stone by late Stone Age men in
IZar than 1,800,000 specimens of.
JtMiican Indian culture collected by Sweden. I he symbol has been dug up
Ceorr 0. Heye have been housed at among the ruins of Troy, and reportI roadway and 166 tn street, in toe ed in India and Africa, as well as
l!ueum of the American Indian, Heye in many parts of the American ConFoundation, which is soon to be- open- tinent
ed to the public.
"It is probable, however, a decoraIn

-

.

n relics include everything from tive design, which peoples of many
the highest art achieved by the Mayas, parts of the world would hit on indeJneu and Aztecs to the stone imple- pendently," said Mr. Heye. "It does
ment of the Digger Indians, and ex- not constitute a proof of identity of
tend geographically from the Artie culture. It is simple enough to have
ureM to the southern tip 01 fcoutn been originated independently in many
America, and cover a course of time
from the present back thousands of
Regarding the theory of the Asiatic
years to an antiquity which cannot be expedition 01 the Amencan Museum
of Natural History, that the human
dated by tne xossii remains.
The great aim of the institution race and most of the prevailing types
of animal life were developed on the
founded byMr. Heye is to trace the
of the America Inndian. No Gobi Desert west of China, and north
India, Mt. Heye said:
progress his been made in this direc- of "That
is one of the greatest expetion bo far, Mr. Heye said.
One theory that is that the Indian de- ditions ever sent out of any country,
species on and will produce results of the utveloped from a
this continent, and the other is that most value. The study of American
Indians on the Western Hemisphere
many thousand years ago, in a stone nas
produced no real evidence which
age state of culture, be entered this either
supports or contradicts the
country from Asia, across the Aleutian Islands, which may then have theory that the human race developed
in Asia ana men spread abroad.
been connected to form an isthmus.
"It seems very certain" Mr. Heye Recent Discovery Proves Nothing
The discovery in a cave in the Mid
aid, "that these races belonged to
the normal American stock, but hav- dle West reported a few months ago
ing settled in places where the food of bones and antlers with mastodons
problem was easily solved, they had carved on them, was discussed by Mr.
time to devote to culture and so de- Heye, but he said that he had not
veloped intellectually to a high level. seen the specimens and could form no
"There is no indication of any re- conclusions from them as to the an
man on this continent. This
lationship between their culture and tiquitywasof studied
by Dr. W. D. Mat
that of Europe and Asia. Their art, find
and their type of housing have de- thews, who came to the conclusion
veloped distinctively. Among all races that this evidence of the association
in the most primitive state you will of American aborigine; with the exfind the ability to make fire by rub- tinct elephant species did not prove
bing two sticks, the use of stone im- anything about the antiquity of eithplements, and generally of the bow er, because the mastodon might have
and arrow and spear. You might ex- - only become extinct on this continent
tMrt A triha with human intnlliflronna within the last three or four thous- to discover these things independently
migmnave oecome ex- wherever they were placed. But, out tinct much earlier, but the discovery
side ox these most primitive inven- uju nut buuw ueiHmeiy in nis opintions, there is nothing in common be- ion whether human beings were on
tween the original American stock and this continent tens of thousands of
years ago, or only a few thousand
the races of Europe and Asia."
Certain sculptured figures found years ago.
Mr. Heye said that while he had
among the Maya remains in Gaute-mal- a
gathered many works in walrus ivand elsewhere have almond-eye- d
features and a placidity of expression ory in American Indians and Eskiwhich have suggested the portraits of mos, there was no known Indian work
Buddah giving rise to the theory that in elephant ivory, and no ivory from
Buddhist missionaries arrived here Asia ever reached this continent in
1,700 or L800 years ago and influ- the days before Columbus, as far as
enced the trend of Maya art. On this has been discovered. This is another
evidence that there was no late miMr. Heye said;
from Asia and no late com' "It
has been suggested that there gration
with Asia, because carvwas a Japanese element here, carrv. munication
in ivory was one of the earliest
ing
an
over
CenOriental
culture to
ing
of the artistic instinct,
tral America, but I think it is more expressions
and ivory work was well distributed
the
resemblance of these
likely that
and Europe long before the
to Buddlu , or J.panese fig- history
ures ia acciaenuu. ine Maya arusts
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Another arirtimont whirr,
put forward in favor of a relationship between the American Indians
and Asiatic and European races is
the finding in many parts of the
world of. the Swastika, or good-luc- k
sign, a cross with the arms bent at
right angles. This has been found cut

1874 thfi gon of...G.u!taX Heye, for
many years an official of the Stand
ard Oil Company. He was graduated
from the School of Mines of Columbia as an electrical engineer in the
class of 186, and his first interest in
the problem of the American Ind-
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My modern repair aervice doe
not dee troy the comfort of to old
akoa It merely makea that com.
fort more valuable to yoa by
retaining It at the earn time
last it make the iboe eound
and watertight.

Brln to thoae worn
let too fix them ap.
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CirOSCHOP
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WHITMAN'S
BOX CANDIES

The BrothertonrBerlin Road in Pennsylvania, Showing How It Appeared
Before and After It Was Improved
by a Concrete Road-Be-

at

times the Information has been obtained only after personal visits. In
one state 1,800 questionnaires had to
be sent out to bring in the needed
figures, and in some It has been found
that practically no records have been
kept. For some of the counties in New
Mexico questionnaires had to be translated Into Spanish before the road officials could understand them.

JENKINS DRUG
STORE

Trade with the

A

Modern Machine Working on
Rutty Highway.

a

R. J. Windrow, state highway en
gineer, Texas; W. D. Uhler, state
highway engineer, Pennsylvania ; und
D. P. Olson, director, bureau of highways, Idaho.
Pending definite decision upon de
tails of the federal highway system,
each project submitted by the states
will be examined with the utmost cure
by the bureau of public roads to determine whether It to likely that the
roads proposed will come within the
federal system as finally selected. The
department regards the approval of
this system as of greut Importance.
Each project submitted in advance of
the definite decision upon the system
as a whole will have an effect in
fixing particular routes and so deLocation
of
termining the system.
the projects, choice of routes, and
character of improvements proposed
will he given close study.
Each state liighwuy department hits
been requested to submit as soon as
possible to the fH'purtment of Agriculture a tentative mup showing routes
proposed for primary und secondary
In examining and passing
systems.
upon these recommendations speclul
consideration will be given to soclnl
and
economic questions
Involved,
such us service to population, established trend of .raffle, existing Industries, naturul resources, etc. In considering plans for individual projects
special attention will be devoted to
grade crossings, gradients, curvature,
bridges, general drainage conditions,
location of materials, supplies, etc.

ian came in 1897, when he was put
in charge f the construction of a
spur
of a railroad which was to connect
a mine near Kingman, Ariz., with the
main line. He used Indians on this
job.
The starting point of his study of
the Indians, which has resulted in the
collectionof nearly 2,000,000 relics,
was when he watched a Navajo lab
orer menuinir a DUcKskin shirt by a
campfire. He bought relics from the
Indians, studied their arts, watched
meir ram tuinces and wierd religious
rituals, learned their lancriiaire. ami
oegan w collect garments, tools, rattles and other
g
instruments. After finishing his work in
Arizona he toured California collect
ing Indian relics,
Returning to New York and
a banking firm, he began to study
me ixtw
innes oi Indians. Later he made trips to various States
and wherever Indians or their remains were to be found, including the
West Indies and Central and South
Much Money for Roads.
America. In twenty-si- x
years he had
Receipts of the automobile division
built tip probably the greatest col- of the
Pennsylvania highway departlection of its kind ever made,
ment reached the enormous total of
$0,377,401 last yenr, the largest in the
SOUNDED LIKE "ICE WATER"
history of the division. This amount
A West Plains mother rsretlv
her youngster downtown on an errand. Is an Increase of more than $2,000,000
He went to the hardware store and as over the receipts of 1020.
he couldn't talk nlainlv the cWlc
Cleanliness Leads to Success.
thought he wanted a drink and took
him to the water conW anrl filled
Given o chance, poultry will return
him up. Still he lingered.
Another
on the investment.
s
clerk asked him what he wanted and good profits
Is one of the best guarantees of
witn tne same result After the third success.
clerk had attempted to follow suit the
baby began to whimper. A telephone
Roads Built In 1921.
conversation
with the mother then
Nearly 28,000 miles of good roads
brought to light the fact that it was a
fly swatter that was wanted and not have been constructed In this country
ice water. West Plains (Mo.) Journal Id 1021.
demon-scarin-
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THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF MrKINLEY
AND STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The Gallup State Bank,
a corporation.
Plaintiff.
No. 1921.
vs.
IN

DISTRICT COURT, OF THB
COUNTY OF McKINLEY, STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
V. II. Morris, E. L. Morris, and
J. L. Morris, Trustee,
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
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Home-cross-stead
One steam engine.
there. Last Sunday night a packed June 11, 1917, made Additional
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steam boiler, three honw power.
containing one hundred and sixty
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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.
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all
with
singular
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Two large table presslnp; boards.
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factory clothes racks,
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River; thence along tne soutn Two
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r
appurtenances thereunto belonging re-orbank and down the river in a westerly One cleaning machine.
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One Overland
touring ear, 1919
different type of film is to be nsAso nroof. to establish claim to the land course and crossing the said San Juan
vesion and reversions, reminder and
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Nov. 4, "22.
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Optical Goods.
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street Boston Traveler. .
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ments in the Art of
cal Reproducing Instruments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
right, and many styles to
choose from.
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GIBSON NEWS NOTES
(Special to The Herald).
a ltor Sncietv of the Catholic
rv.
church met with Sirs. McNulty af-at
the Gibson Hotel last week. The
ternoon was spent sewing and pre
wnicu w..i
paring for the fair
Late
Kiven just before the Holidays.
in the afternoon a lovely
Among those
luncheon was served.
itiesaarara
were:
Tfte
j
present
iuaju.
Wm.
Wall,
Roy Woods, Amada Scott,
DawEd. McNulty, Ed. Wall, Akers,
Redman, Archebeg,
Redding,
son,
Hummis, and the Misses Celia McAkersand Miss Helen
two-cour- se

Aft uSae

STYLE SHOP

Corner Coal Ave at 2nd St.

Ak-er- s,

Lilly

Nulty.
Mr. Chas. K. Ross, sales manager
for the Gallup American, left Wednesother points.
day for Albuquerque and
Dr. Dodson ana Mr. nenmrm owy
were out raoon nuntiug
ternoon.
Mrs. Tony Tomac, of Navajo exsoon in
pects to join her husband
Washington, where they expect to
make their future home.
Mr. Bell, the mine clerk at Weaver
has been quite ill for the past few

Very Special Values

New

: G
oas,

AEIUCS

Wraps

UNMATCHED

and

Capes

IN' BEAUTY OF TEXTURE ARE

SUPERBLY ENHANCED BY FURS OF DEPTH AND LUXURY

day.
A number

of the Gallup High girls
were selling Flander Poppies, here
this week to aid the Red Cross.
Miss Helen McNulty is still under

Plaid Camel's Hair Coats in dark and
light shades. New sleeve, with, inside
cuff, deep pockets, heavy lining.
TO

REX PROGRAI
FOR NEXT WEEI.
Mr. F. G. STUMP,
ORGANS

v

SUNDAY
Herbert Rawlinson in
CONFIDENCE
Mermaide Comedy
THE STEEPLECHASER
Weekly News

'

'"

MONDAY"

n

Repeating

SUNDAY'S

PROGRAM

?

TUESDAY
FOUR ACTS VAUDEVILLE
Picture, Katherine McDonald

THE BEAUTIFUL
Century Comedy
FOOLISH

h

LIAR

j

WIVES

WEDNESDAY
Harold Lloyd in
GRANDMA'S BOY
SNUB POLLARD COMEDY
Burton Holmes Travel

--

THURSDAY
Repeating

GRANDMA'S BOY
Played for 19 weeks at
Symphony Theatre of
Los Angeles

TWtnra par.
Mrs. Dominic Koine was caning
FRIDAY
some of her Gibson friends the
first of last week.
Once More
Rusneclc has been driving
Srpv
GRANDMA'S BOY
Tom Fullers car the past week, also
Played to 325,000 pais
mail.
the
admissions
carrying
Mr. Groutine. one of the engineers
SATURDAY
who has been confined to his home
on account of sickness, lor several
in
McGowan
P.
J.
Coats in rich fabrics, given a tone of
Havs. is ahle to be on duty again.
RECKLESS CHANCES .
ana
Mrs.
Mrs. James Brewis
jonn
unusual luxuriousness by their deep
TWO REELS COMEDY
McGeiver were shopping in Gallup
WEEKLY NEWS
collars of Beaver .Squirrel or Opossum.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Montie Walker, cf El Paso
TO
who has been visiting her sister Mrs.
COMING
Charley Kettle, returned to her home
Cecil DeMill's Big Production
of
number
A
in Texas Thursday.
MANSLAUGHTER
dinner parties and social events were
eiven in her honor while here.
Norma
Talmadge in
Airs. Uland, ot uanup was visiting;
SMILING THRU
Coats of Gerona and Arabella, introMrs. Tilton Tuesday afternoon.
NATIONAL LAUGH WEEK
Mrs. B. F. Wamsley, of Gallup, was
ducing new and favored style effects..
visitGibson
(prescription)
in
afternoon,
Thursday
Handsomely combined with Squirrel
Take (1) best girl on your im
ing her many friends.
attractive.
Mr. Dewey Pitts, of the Gibson
lake (i) best seats in THE
and Beaver. Unusually
Stores, has been confined to his home
REX Treatre
TO
with la Grippe.
Cure guaranteed wth one dote
The Gibson Eleven will match their
of GRANDMA'S BOY.
abilities as foot ball players against
the Gallup High Eleven Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Pitts are the
Coats of remarkable beauty. -- Fabrics
and Mrs. Curto, of Gallup, spent Monproud parents of a baby girl.
full.
Mr. Clarence
soft and deep. Furs rich and
Uland, while out day evening with the George Gardhunting Sunday, bagged about twenty ner family.
Charming bits of embroidery . Full
five rabbits.
Mrs. George Gardner and little
cuff.
Mrs. Wm. Barnes was visiting Mrs.
sleeves, closely banded
Muerel, spent Thursday afdaughter,
John Irick at Shaft No. 5 Monday, ternoon with Mrs. Joe Brock, it NaT0
and looking for a house in which to vajo.
live. Mrs. Barnes expects to live at
Mrs. hd McMullen was calling Oft
the new camp.
Mrs. F. B. Wambsley in Gallup,
Mrs. Tom Clark, who has been visThursday.
iting in Las Vegas, Colorado, returno
ed to her home at Mine No. 5 Sunday
In Pairs,
Never
evening.
Mr. J. M. Sully, general manager
Badgers are rarely seen out of them
of Santa Rita Camp, was at the camps burrows in the daytime, and this If th
i
here the first of the week.
reason that, trnveUng over the west
Among the Gibson people who att- ern plains, one so seldom sees a bad
ended the dance at the City Club
burrows are wrjl
in Gallup Tuesday epening were, Mr. er, although their
indication exists
and
numerous
every
and Mrs. James Sneddon, Mrs. Ed.
McMullen and Miss Roberta Bruber of the presence of these animals, sayi
the American Forestry Magazine. Tnej
and her brother, Marshall Pitman.
Mrs. Steve Videl and Miss Kathleen
chieflv come forth at night; no.4 it U
Alexander spent Sunday with their the rarest thing to find a pair together.
parents.
For some reason or other, the, sexee
Mr. Hugie Redgway has moved to
pursue their avocations usually apart
Mine No. 5.
FERRANTE'S NEW
Little Muerell Gardner was pre; 2
A Ouiet Life
JEWELRY STORE
sented with a little Fox Terrier last
did you get your new cbauf
week.
"Where
Well folks, our chances of living to a ripe old age are F. A. Ferrante moved into his new
Jack McVey, mine clerk at No. 5,
that the jewelry store this week and has been
is eaving the first of the month for
i
him nn in California.
"t
getting stronger. Uncle Sam officially announces
new goods
and
Hollywood, California, where he is wnrkorl fnr Kpvpml movie Start, DUB
death rate for the nation was only 117 for each 10,000 popula- busy unpacking
going into the Automobile business.
arranging his stocks for the holiday
he's going to have a new experience
tion. The year before, 131 out of each 10,000 died.
Mr. Ambrose, of
trade. Already his show windows prehas aceach
are
American
with me."
There's
bein'
thrown cepted a position asGallup,
food
dying
On thia basis, about 1,260,000
sent a fine display of jewelry goods
mine
clerk at
Utw ie that?'
s
around the farm today; the finest the Navajo mine.
and
new
Mr.
novelties.
a
That's
3,462
day.
year.
of corn that coin can buy.
brand
never keep him up until aftsi
"I'll
Mr
in
each
Morris
and
sore
is
Mrs.
the
too.
10,00
For
building
populajust Great pools of mash are
Mellinger, and Mr.
More babies are being born,
in
Christ-mabubbling
overhauled
Birmingham
Chas.
midnight."
1920.
recently
by
tion 243 babies arrived last year, against 237 in
located on Railroad avenue the chicken troughs, and say, they've
Jr.,
a
births
even
rations
in the sty.
year.
put large
That's about 2,625,000
rust west of the Banner Drug Store.
population is gaining 1,- - The new front and plate glass makes So chickens, durks and roosters are
A little substraction shows
great improvement for that of the a cackling in delight. The pigs are
885,000 a year, exclusive of immigration, fo rthat number is the aStreet.
putting forth their finest grunt. And
evcess of births over deaths.
o
chatter in the barnyard says the grub
to
it
is
each
easy
babies
year,
With 2,625,00
is sure all right; the overfeeding gag
arriving
METHODIST
ANNOUNCEMENTS
in
the
is just the stunt.
understand why death is a natural necessary process
J. W. Hendrix, Pastor
Imagine Master Turkey, who is
great scheme of creation.
as he can be,
into corn
babies kept on coming at that rate, and none of us died, Sunday school at 9:45 A. M. A proud
and oats and such. And would you
would
there
that
so
densely populated
the earth would become
class for all sizes and ages. Public think his proudness holds him back
not be any room for moving about. We have to die, to make worship both morning and evening. in privacy? Well, if you'd see him
room for the new arrivals.
Subject of morning sermon, "A eat, you'd say, not much!
And even Mrs. Guinea Hen she's
As for people living longer: The death rate is dropping, King Cast into the Streets." and in packin'
In fact, there's
up her crop.
be
will
sermon
the
the
is
due
of
evening
the
most
and
drop
on
the average,
but it is all figured
not a barnyard soul who's shy. The
Borderland."
on
the
"Tenting
is
That
fowls and stock are eatin' and
to prolonging infant lives. Fewer die in babyhood.
Sabbath was a good day in don't know when to stop. The they
attithe reason, not that the average adult is lasting longer. The theLast
church line. Each service was well tude's "I'll eat until I die."
in
cradle
made
is
years,
death
in
the
battle
being
against
gain
attended.
And now we rach the answer to the
The audiences were attennot in maturity.
tive. But looking over the audience sudden burst to eats. Perhaps you'll
your face or many faces we see on quickly guess the reason why. The
the streets were not to be seen. strutters in the barnyard soon will
for all the treats. B'ware the
Amongvthese are many who have said pay
ax! Thanksgiving Day is high.
they were coming; perhaps they are,
o
but when ? It is that they will come
Air Is Free.
when brought here? Will they come
When profiteering Is the rags'
no sooner? We enjoy the ones that
And prices will not fall,
are always here to services, but to be
The greatest boon for every age,
miss
you.
perfectly sincere, we
Freeh air is free to all.
The ladies of 'the church met in the
church
some
days ago
parlors of the
The Prodigal
and perfected a plan to have a Ba"I'll let you marry my daughter, but
of
is
December.
zaar the 6th
It to
Intend to support you."
be held in the church. All classes of I don't
"Sir!"
school
to
take part
are
the Sunday
"Now don't act as If you were Inin holding certain booths, where canand
such may be purchased. The sulted. I know human nature and
dies
ladies are to display for sale all sorts speak from experience. Many a young
Cleverly designed to create an effect of slender-nes- s,
'i
of fancy, needle work, (tasty gifts for chap has left his
home
these smart extra-siz- e
blouses skillfully
Christmas.
Too, they are to serve in high dudgeon and returned In a
'
combine
effort with correctness of style.
which
dinners
of
for
one
those
they taxlcab the old man had to pay for."
Look
so
m.
6
at
famous
for
are
p.
Braiding artistically placed, in a design of Russian inspiration, refurther posters.
You Know How It It,
lieves the dignified simplicity of a
charming overblouse of crepe
Another matter in which the church
"Is that bluish tinge over there on
de Chine. In the smart new shades. Illustrated left
is interested is the Winter Lyceum
horizon a mountain ranger asked
which has its first number next Wed- the
of
Rows of floss embroidery
a stranger in a Texas town.
subtly convey the desired impression
nesday evening, at 8 o'clock, in the
"Naw," replied the old native, dislength and slimness in the graceful overblouse at the right. Also
This Lyceum is
Strand Theatre.
"There ain't even a hill
of crepe de Chine and to be had in the season's fashionable colors
backed by the Kiwanig club, and will gustedly.
furnish entertainment of a most within six hundred miles of here. The
$6.95
choice character. Any who care to new golf course lays about Just where
Other
fUss
and metal embroidered: blouses,
braid,
purchase a ticket may call the pasyou're polntln', though."
snd simpler ones for utility wear $3.9ff to $14.95
tor. He is one of the committee for
sale of tickets for this number,
Bad for Patronage.
o
"How many movie theaters In
A lot of people "take a chance only
'jKium? tur nor exetianc
to 2 p. m.
a.
to find that the, chance "took" them.
LLTXIIICri
"Three," said Squire Wltherbee,
"i suppose they are always crowd-ed- f
What wth George the Fifth and

Wilt

$19.50

$49.50

$29.50

$74.50

$49.50

$98.00

at

$135.00

$98.00

Other Coats, Cape, and Wraps

-

$25.00 to $395.00

LIVING LONGER

nir-kor-

Fen-ante'-

Age-Hew-

n,

that

It

THE CANDY SHOP
TRY OUR

Smart Blouses

Son-ln-L-

FEIEOH HOMEMADE CANDY

For the Larger Woman

VE MAKE IT EVERY DAY

father-ln-law-

Ve Serve The Beit LUNCH and SUPPER

?9-8-

You Can Buy

Try Us and You Will Come Again

r

cvrriai

111:30 n.
s to p. m.

-

wis

vwn

uwigv,
we dont see where the new George of
to lit. Boston
Greece la going
AjIUU

Traveler.

.VUt-lUU-

"Not always. Sometimes the Ladles
Uplift society recommends a film and
tottueM talk off coatldenM-- "

